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1. INTRODUCTION

The CEC's MARIA programme (Methods for Assessing the Radiological Impact of Acci
dents) was initiated in 1982 to review and build on the nuclear accident conseque

-

assessment methods in use within the European Community (EC). The project includes a
nce i

wide range of theoretical and experimental studies carried out by a variety of organisations
within the EC. The main contractors are the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK FRG)
and the National Radiological Protection lloard (NRPil, UK). Earlier work carried out

,

under the MARIA programme is described in a report by KfK and NRPil [1] written at the-

end of the first stage of the progranune. Three seminars have also been held at which results
=

of the programme were presented [2], [3], [4].

One of the objectives of the MARIA programme is to develop a computer program
for assessing the off-site consequences of accidental releases of radioactive material t

system

atmosphere. This report describes a program system developed as part of the MARIA pro
o

gramme for this purpose. The new program system, called COSYMA (Code System from-
M ARIA), was developed jointly by KfK and NRpil and has been made generally availabl
COSYMA is based on the experience gained with the NRPB program MARC and the KfK

e.

program UFOMOD. The MARC and UFOMOD programs were developed for use in risk
assessments in the UK and the FRG. MARC was originally developed in 1981 [5] and and
has been used in several analyses, including some for the Public Inquiries into proposals to
build PWRs at two sites in the UK, Sizewell[6] and Ilinkley Point [7] [8] UFOMOD w

,
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originally developed in 1979 and has been used for a variety of studies, including the German
, . asI.

Risk Study [9] and and the risk oriented analysis of the SNR 300 fast reactor [10] More
recently, it has been completely restructured and revised in all models and data sets and it

.

was released in 1988 as the program system UFOMOD [11], [17]. COSYMA incorporates
ideas and modules from these programs with new developments including those f
MARIA contractors. The report written at the end of the first stage of the MARIA pro

rom other,

gramme [1] identified a number of areas in which accident consequence models might be-
improved. Many of these improvements are included in COSYMA

.

This report describes the suite of programs and data files which comprise COSYMA the
models included in the programs, the types of results which can be calculated and possible

,

areas of application ol'the package. A separate user guide for the programs is also availabl
[18]. Other reports which describe in detail the models in MARC, UFOMOD and COSY

e

MA have been or will be published (see [11] - [16] and [19), and the reports cited there)
-

The method of obtaining the COSYMA package is given in Appendix 1.
.

COSYMA is intended to provide a flexible package which will allow users in a v
institutions and in different European countries to investigate special problems b

ariety of

priate choice of parameter values and data sets. It enables users to carry out risk analyses
y appro-
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COSYM'A
and also to investigate and understand detailed aspects of the results obtained.
is also intended for use by people who are not specialists in accident consequence assess-
ments (ACA), llowever, users of the programs must have some familiarity with this area toh ti ular
enable them to make informed choices of models and parameter values for t e par c" i k calcu.

application considered. While the program is not intended for " quick and easy r slations, some guidance is given on the choice of parameter values or simplifications of thef

system for such applications.

The possible areas in which accident consequence assessments may be of use were consid-[1]. They
cred in the report written at the end of the first phase of the MARIA programmei uclear
can be summarised as evaluating the overall risk posed by a specific or representat ve ni gency

site, evaluating the risk reduction potential of possible plant modificat ons, emerl i
planning, and some aspects of siting studies. The consequences of accidental re eases nhi h may be required,
terms of the possible health effects, the impact of countermeasures w cbe evaluated by
and the costs of the accident may be an input into such work, and can
COSYMA. Details of the types of consequences which can be considered by COSYMA are

f h different
given in Section 2 of this report. Different end-points may be requir:d or t et the results
applications indicated here. Equally the most appropriate way in which to presenYMA provides a
of the calculations can depend on the application being considered. COSt select
number of different ways in which information can be presented, and the user mushich are available
the most appropriate method for his application. The types of output w

from COSYM A are described in Section 7.

COSYMA is designed for use in probabilistic risk assessments. This means that the models
included within the system only need to be applicable on average and need not be " correct"h i dispersion
at a specific time and location. While this is particularly true of the atmosp er cl
models, it also applies to some other models. Equally COSYMA uses parameter va uest to
which represent the average situation in the region considered, and so does not attempOSYMA
model the full spatial variation which might be encountered. This means that the C
system is not suitable for use in real time in the event of an accident.

The COSYMA package consists of three large accident consequence assessment programsi ded

and a variety of supporting programs and data libraries. The different programs are nten
for use in different parts of an overall analysis. Each of the large programs within COSYMA
is written in a modular fashion. This provides a very Hexible system for carrying out accident
consequence assessments for a wide variety of source terms and applications. The system can
be tailored so that the most appropriate program or modelis used for each specific appli-
cation. The programs within the overall package, and the structure of each program, are
described in detail in Section 3 of this report. Section 4 considers the way in which the source

data libraries included
term can be described. The models included in the programs and the
in COSYMA are described in Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
.

The CEC's MARI A programme (Methods for Assessing the Radiological Impact of Acci-

dents) was initiated in 1982 to review and build on the nuclear accident consequence .

assessment methods in use within the European Community (EC). The project includes a
*

wide range of theoretical and experimental studies carried out by a variety of organisations
with;n the EC. The main contractors are the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK, FRG)

and the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB, UK). Earlier work carried out
under the M ARI A programme is described in a report by KfK and NRPB [1] vritten at the

end of the first stage of the programme. Three seminars have also been held at wich results

of the programme were presented [2], [3], [4].

One of the objectives of the MARIA programme is to develop a computer program system

for assessing the off site consequences of accidental releases of radioactive material to

atmosphere. This report describes a program system developed as part of the M ARIA pro-

gramme for this purpose. The new program system, called COSYM A (Code System from

M ARIA), was developed jointly by KfK and NRPB and has been made generally available.

COSYMA is based on the experience gained with the NRPil program M ARC and the KfK

program UFOMOD. The MARC and UFOMOD programs were developed for use in risk
assessments in the UK and the FRG. M ARC was originally developed in 1981 [5] and and

has been used in several analyses, including some for the Public inquiries into proposals to

build PWRs at two sites in the UK, Sizewell[6] and flinkley Point [7],[8]. UFOMOD was

originally developed in 1979 anc has been used for a variety of studies, including the German

Risk Study [9] and and the risk-oriented analysis of the SNR-300 fast reactor [10]. More

recently, it has been completely restructured and revised in all models and data sets and it

was released in 1988 as the program system UFOMOD [11], [17]. COSYMA incorporates

ideas and modules from these programs with new developments, including those from other

MARI A contractors. The report written at the end of the first stage of the MARIA pro-

gramme [1] identified a number of areas in which accident consequence models might be

improved. Many of these improvernents are included in COSYMA.

This report describes the suite of programs and data files which comprise COSYMA, the
models included in the programs, the types of results which can be calculated and possible

areas of application of the package. A separate user guide for the programs is also available

[18]. Other reports which describe in detail the models in MARC, UFOMOD and COSY-
M A have been or will be published (see [11] - [16] and [19], and the reports cited there).

The method of obtaining the COSYMA package is given in Appendix 1.

COSYMA is intended to provide a flexible package which will allow users in a variety of

institutions and in different European countries to investigate special problems by appro-

priate choice of parameter values and data sets. It enables users to carry out risk analyses,
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and clso tainvestigate cnd understand detailed tspects of the results obt:ined. COSYMA
'

is also intended for use by people who are not spccialists in accident cons:quence assess-

ments (ACA), llowever, users of the programs must have some familiarity with this trea to

enable them to make informed choices of models and parameter values for the panicular
application considered. While the program is not intended for " quick and easy" risk calcu-

lations, some guidance is given on the choice of parameter values or simplifications of the
system for such applications.

The possible areas in which accident consequence assessments may be of use were consid-

cred in the report written at the end of the first phase of the MARIA programme [1]. They

can be summarised as evaluating the overall risk posed by a specific or representative nuclear

site, evaluating the risk reduction potential of possible plant modifications, emergency
planning, and some aspects of siting studies. The consequences of accidental releases in

terms of the possible health effects, the impact of countermeasures which may be required,
'

and the costs of the accident may be an input into such work, and can be evaluated by
COSYMA. Details of the types of consequences which can be considered by COSYMA are

given in Section 2 of this report. Different end-points may be required for the different

applications indicated here. Equally the most appropriate way in which to present the results

of the calculations can depend on the application being considered. COSYMA provides a
number of different ways in which information can be presented, and the user must select

the most appropriate method for his application. The types of output which are available

from COSYM A are described in Section 7.

COSYMA is designed for use in probabilistic risk assessments. This means that the models

included within the system only need to be applicable on average and need not be " correct"

at a specific time and location. While this is particularly true of the atmospheric dispersion

models, it also applies to some other models. Equally COSYMA uses parameter values

which represent the average situation in the region considered, and so does not attempt to
model the full spatial variation which might be encountered. This means that the COSYMA

system is not suitable for use in real time in the event of an accident.

The COSYMA package consists of three large accident consequence assessment programs

and a variety of supporting programs and data libraries. The different programs are intended

for use in different parts of an overall analysis. Each of the large programs within COSYMA

is written in a modular fashion. This provides a very flexible system for carrying out accident

consequence assessments for a wide variety of source terms and applications. The system can

be tailored so that the most appropriate program or modelis used for each specific appli-

cation. The programs within the overall package, and the structure of each program, are-

described in detail in Section 3 of this report. Section 4 considers the way in which the source

term can be described. The models included in the programs and the data libraries included

in COSYM A are described in Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
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IIe programs in COSYMA were developed without using formal procedures for quality ,
assurance. The programmers used a variety of less formal techniques for testing the pro-

grams, but the results of these many checks were not suitable for documentation. The type's
of test carried out to demonstrate the correctness of the resulting programs are described in

Section 8.

COSYM A was written in such a way that uncerta.nty and sensitivity analyses into the model

predictions can easily be carried out. A number of programs have been developed for use
with COSYMA in uncertainty analyses. While these programs are not considered to be a

part of the system, they are described in Section 9 of this report, and could be made available

if required.

The user of COSYMA must provide values for a considerable number of parameters either

by user input or from data libraries. Default values are provided for many of the parameters

in the programs, and standard data libraries are included with the package. These are likely

to be suitable for many applications of COSYMA. Ilowever the user of the system must

select appropriate parameter values fc special cases, in some parts of the programs it is

possible to change the model by a suitable selection of parameter values. Some guidance is

given in Section 10 of this report on the various options offered by user input. This section

also gives guidance on how the full suite of programs can be simplified for certain applica-

tions.

This report refers to the version of COSYM A designated 90/l. There are a number of areas
in which the models or data files included in COSYM A could be improved in future versions

of the system. These areas include: the use of dilTerent interception factors by crops for

material deposited in dry or wet conditions; the calculation of external y dose in urban areas;
the method ofincluding the effects of decontamination. The health effects models can be

improved by incorporating the dependence of the parameters (LDa or risk coeflicient for late
effects) on the dose rate, by improving the model for hereditary efTects and the method of

calculating the loss oflife-expectancy. The calculation of age-dependent doses may also be
included. The economic module will be extended to consider economic land use data, when

this is more widely available,

f I. IN'IRODUCTION
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2. END-POINTS -

Accident consequence analyses could have as their objective the estimation of any of a wide

range of consequences of the accident. These consequences, which are termed "end-points"

of the analysis, encompass the air concentration or deposition of particular nuclides or their

concentrations in foods at selected points, doses received by members of the population, the

individual or collective risks of health effects in the exposed population, the extent and

duration of countermeasures which might be imposed to reduce health efTects, and the

associated economic costs. COSYMA can offer the user a wide range of these end points.

This section gives a brief summary of the more important end points which can be consid-

cred using COSYM A.

The techniques generally used in probabilistic accident consequence assessments lead to a

very large number of results for one end point, as a value is calculated in each of a set of

conditions. !!ach of the calculated values has an associated probability of occurring, in

generalit is not possible to present each of the values calculated, but rather features of the

probability distribution must be presented. The features of these distributions can be pre-

sented in a variety of ways, with ditTerent forms being appropriate for difTerent applications

or for different end-points. The ways in which the results can be presented are described in

Section 7.

llealth effects following an accident are generally split into two groups, those occurring

within a few months of the accident which are termed "carly effects", and those occurring

over longer periods which are termed " late effects". The late efTects include cancers in the

exposed population and hereditary effects which occur in their descendants. The early efTects

and the cancers can be further split into those which are fatal and those which are not.

COSYM A includes models allowing the risks of each of these groups of effects to be calcu-

lated. Table I gives a list of those health efrects which are considered in CO SYMA. Both the

individual and the collective risks of each health effect can be calculated.

The impact of the different types of health effect is clearly very different, and therefore it

would not be adequate to limit the results of COSYMA simply to the total number of health

effects. I!qually, however,information on each of these health elTects separately may not be

required, and some summation over similar effects is carried out within COSYMA. Thus the

results of COSYMA for early death are presented as the total number as well as for each

cause of death separately. In addition the number of fetal deaths is calculated. Not all can-

cers are fatal, and COSYMA provides estimates of both the cancer incidence and the num-

ber of fatalities. This is provided both in terms of the total numbers of cancers and the

numbers of each of the types of cancer considered in COSYM A.

:
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. Cincers cccur after e delay of up to some tens of ye:rs cRer exposure and, with irradiition IJ

- from deposited material persisting for many yearr aRer the accident, can occur over a period I

of time w ll into the future, and even in people born aRer the accident occurred. COSYM A

' includes models for calculating the time at which these effects occur, and it gives information -

on the numbers of cancers induced in those people alive at the time of the accident, and in
those born subsequently, as well as the total number of cancers. More detailed information

on the time distribution of fatal cancers can be obtained if required.

A variety of countermeasures might be used to reduce the consequences of an accident. The

ones which can be considered in COSYMA are sheltering, evacuation, relocation, adminis-

tration of stable iodine tablets, decontamination of land and buildings, and bans on the
consumption of foods. COSYMA allows the user considerable flexibility in the way in which

the criteria for initiating or withdrawing the actions are specified. The criteria may be spec-
ified in terms of geometric areas or of dose levels. The food ban criteria may be specified in -

terms of dose criteria or activity concentrations in foods. Each of the emergency actions
identified above can be considered in isolation. In addition, some of the actions can be

combined. Thus, for example, sheltering may be the only action considered in the event of

a small release, or it may be considered in combination with evacuation for a larger release. 1

COSYMA includes models which allow the effects of emergency actions in reducing doses
'

and hence health effects to be calculated, and produces indicators of the impact of the
countermeasures, in terms of the numbers of people, the amounts of food, or the areas
affected by the actions, all as a function of time. Other features about the counter-measures,

_

such as the probability of evacuation as a function of distance, can be presented, as
described in Section 7.

The final group ofitems for which information can be obtained in COSYMA relate to the

economic costs of the accident, in terms of the costs arising from the emergency actions and

the costs associated with the health efTects. The countermeasures involving movement of

people, food restrictions and decontamination are considered in evaluating the costs of the
accident. The costs of the different emergency actions and of health effects can be obtained
separately, or as a total.

-6-
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3. STRUCTURE OF COSYMA
,

3.1 The General Layout of the System

COSYMA comprises a series of programs and data libraries for accident consequence j
assessments. There are three major programs within the system intended for different aspects

of the overall analysis. Other programs are used for detailed analysis or the preparation of

input files for the major programs. The system does not include programs for all the calcu.

lations which are reqaired, using instead data libraries of values calculated with suitable

programs. These libranes are part of COSYM A, and are included in the package. This sec-

tion describes the programs which form the overall system, indicating the reasons why there

are different programs. Section 5 describes the models which are included directly within the

programs, while Section 6 describes the models adopted in deriving the data libraries which

are included.

Accident consequence assessments (ACAs) require a series of calculations to give the doses

received by people, the associated emergency actions and the resulting health efTects and
economic costs. The calculations are carried out for each of a number of areas, defined in

COSYM A in terms of angular segments and distance bands; throughout each area a uniform

level of dose, and hence associated emergency actions and risks, are assumed. The doses in

each of these areas are calculated at a single point, the " grid point".

The first process to be considered in an accident consequence assessment is the dispersion

of the released material in the atmosphere, and its deposition. There are a considerable

number of models which could be used for this part of the assessment, and the different

models have different strengths and weaknesses and even different areas in which they are

applicable. Most previous ACA programs have been based on the straight line Gaussian

plume dispersion model. Some recent ACA programs have used the straight line Gaussian

puff model or trajectory models. Strictly, models assuming linear trajectories are only appli.

cable for travel distances up to a few tens o' kilometres, though they can be extended for

application at longer distances. Ilowever, t.. %ome increasingly inaccurate or unreliable

at such distances. Other models, which are mr ce appropriate for use at longer distances, may

not be appropriate for use at short distances either because of assumptions they make or

because of their limited spatial resolution. Therefore difTerent dispersion models should be

applied in areas which can very loosely be described as "near" to, or "far" from, the site of

the release. The COSYMA package includes a set of programs for atmospheric dispersion.

They are based on different approximations and are appropriate in different regions or for

different applications. The models included are described in Section 5; some guidance on the

choice of model for a particular application is given in Section 10.

3. STRUCTt:RE OF COSYM A
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f '.There are other cases where difTerent models or different considerations apply at different-

distances from the site. The early effects of radiation only occur if the dose over a short time

period is above some threshold value. They are therefore restricted to areas "near" to the site
"

of the release, and only occur following "large" releases of radioactive material. Ilowever the

. late effects of radiation are assumed to occur at any level of dose, and these can therefore4

occur at any distance. A similar division can also be made between the emergency actions

which may be considered following the accidental release, with some concerned with avoid-

ing doses in the short term and some with avoiding long term doses.

'lhere are many source terms for which there is no need to consider early health effects or

the emergency actions intended to reduce the high short term doses which lead to these

effects. As the amount of computation required for these aspects of an analysis can be sig-

nificant, it is logical to further divide the near distance version of COSYM A into two sub-

systems concerned with early and late effects.

This emphasis on different distance ranges and different health effects and emergency actions

leads to the structure of COSYM A in which there are three principal sub-systems, each of

which is an ACA program for one of the different areas of application. The applications of

the dilTerent programs are illustrated in Figure 1.

The three ACA programs, designated the Nii, N1, and F1, sub systems of COSYMA (where

the first letter refers to near or far distance and the second to early or late health effects and

the appropriate countermeasures) are the main programs within the package. The structure

of each of these programs is described in Section 3.2. These programs can be used for cal-

culating the quantities identified as end points of COSYMA in Section 2c

This division will enable the system to be extended in a very flexible manner as other dis-

persion programs are developed to the point where they can be used in ACA programs. It

allows a more detailed model to be used for the region close to the site,in which site specific

or terrain effects might be important, it also means that trajectory models can be used for

the longer range without having to apply them in the near regions where their predictions

may not be so accurate, or where they would require considerable computer time if used with

a fine distance grid.

In addition to the three main sub-systems of COSYMA, the package contains a number of

other programs for particular facets of an analysis or for preparing input data files for use

by the main programs. These subsidiary programs are indicated in Table 2 and their func-

tions are indicated below. The models and assumptions incorporated in these programs are

- described in Section 5, which also describes the models in the main sub systems.

;

1
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5.2 Progrum Structure of the Sub-systems
.

The three sub systems, NE, NL and FL, of COSYMA are written in a modular form to
allow the maximum possible flexibility in their use. The modular structure of the systems and
the data flow between modules is illustrated in Figure 2. Each of the modules is concerned

with one part of the overall analysis. This section summarises the function of each of the
modules, and indicates the difTerences between the three sub-systems.

The re:ults calculated by each of the modules are written to files, which are read by the

subsequent modules. The main routine of each of the sub-systems controls the choice of and

flow through the modules. The sub-systems can be run in their entirety or certain modules

only can be selected. There is no need to run all the modules within the sub system if the

required results can be obtained from only some of the modules. Runs of the program can
use results from earlier runs if the results of the modules are stored in permanent ftles. This

allows sensitivity or uncertainty analyses of single modules to be performed without repeat.

ing all the preceding computational steps. It also means that a complex and time consuming

model can be used for some parts of the calculation if required. The model may only have
to be run a few times, with the results stored and used for many subsequent COSYM A runs.

Each of the modules identified in Figure 2, has an " evaluation routine" which enables the

user of COSYM A to output details of the quantities calculated by the module. The output
from these routines is described in Section 7. All point values calculated in each module are

read by the corresponding evaluation routine and processed for tabular or graphical pres-
entation. The collective results of the program are also calculated within the evaluationi

routines.

The INDAT module is used to read the data required to define the conditions of the par-

ticular ACA run, and to read the changes to default parameter values. In addition to the

values of the parameters controlling the program flow, the module reads the starting times

of the sequences of atmospheric conditions considered, the population and agricultural
production distribution around the site (if they are required) and the data describing the

,

release. These data sets can be created by other programs within the COSYMA package
which are not contained in the NE, NL or FL sub-systems or be provided by user input. The

input module must be used in all runs of the programs.

The ATMOS module in the NE and NL sub-systems calculates the time-integrals of air

concentration and deposition at each point afTected by the plume. The dispersion calcu-
lations are done for a unit release of a group ofidealised nuclides representing a noble gas,

an acrosol and the difTerent forms ofiodine; these groups of nuclides have different values

for the deposition parameters, it also calculates the plume arrival time at each grid point,
and correction factors for determining cloud y doses from the air concentrations, but does

not consider radioactive decay. The version of ATMOS contained in the NE sub-system

|
3. STRUCTURE OF COSYMA
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contains the atmospheric dispersion model MUSEMET, while that in' the NL sub system
implements both the ISOLA and MUSEMET models. The FL sub-system is designed for
use with the MESOS dispersion program, which is provided as a stand-alone program. For

this reason the version of ATMOS contained in the FL sub-system is merely a processing

routine to select the required information from the output of a MESOS run. These disper-
sion models are described in Section 5.1.

The CONCEN module reads the results of the atmospheric dispersion calculations, carried

out either using the module ATMOS or using one of the separate atmospheric dispersion
programs in the COSYMA package. CONCEN combines these results (for unit release of

idealised nuclides) with the source term information and calculates the air concentrations
and deposition for each nuclide at each grid element, including the effects of radioactive
decay and daughter build up during the period of the plume travel. It calculates an efTective

air concentration which allows other modules to calculate the cloud y dose allowing for thei

'
finite size of the cloud.

The COSYMA package contains other dispersion models, contained in programs which are
l used independently of the COSYMA sub-system. The RIMPUFF program can be used in
|

place of the ATMOS module, while the COSGAP program can replace both the ATMOS

and CONCEN modules. Any other atmospheric dispersion program can be used with the

COSYMA system provided that it writes its output in the appropriate format. The disper-

| sion model does not need to consider radioactive decay but must evaluate time-integrated

I air concentration and deposition, plume arrival time and correction factors for calculating
| the fmite cloud y dose.

The PROTEC module is designed to determine the extent and duration of the protective
actions assumed for the consequence assessment. Different actions are considered in the

different sub systems, because of the different distances and end-points considered. Table 3

lists the actions which are included in each of the three sub. systems. The areas in which the

various countermeasures are considered can be defined in terms of geometrical Hgures

(angles and distances) or by isodose lines derived from criteria specified by the user. The

coding of COSYMA allows the user a great deal of Ocxibility in specifying the criteria at
which emergency actions are assumed to be initiated and withdrawn. The options available
and the effect of the action on the dose to exposed individuals are described in Section 5.5.

The AMOUNT module combines the information from PROTEC on the actions taken at
each grid point with the distributions of population or agricultural production around the
site to calculate the numbers of people, amounts of agricultural produce, and areas and their
time integrals affected by countermeasures.

The modules POTDOS and pOTRSK calculate organ doses and individual health risks at

each grid point considered, assuming that there are no emergency actions. The NE sub-sys-

-10-
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tem calculates doses and risks to people out of doors, while the NL and FL sub systems ofter

optionally the possibility to calculate doses and risks for people with average behaviour. The

three sub systems consider different times over which the doses are integrated, difTerent

routes of exposure, and different health efTects as indicated in Table 3.

The exposure pathways considered in the NE sub-system are external irradiation from the
cloud and from material deposited on the skin and the ground, and inhalation of material

from the cloud and from resuspension. The NL and FL sub-systems also consider doses from

the ingestion of contaminated food. The dose-conversion factors for the different exposure

pathways are not calculated within the COSYMA sub-systems, but instead obtained from

precalculated data libraries. The models used in deriving the libraries supplied with the

package are identified in Section 6. Note that while the data libraries are part of the
COSYM A package, the programs used to generate them are not included in the package.

The modules LATDOS and LATRSK of the NL and FL sub-systems calculate the doses and

individual health risks at each grid point including the elTects of countermeasures. The cal-

culation oflate health effects from irradiation over extended periods of time is a complex

problem involving the time variation of dose (including the time variation ofintake and of
the concentration in food aRer deposit for ingestion doses), the variation of risk with the age

and life-expectancy of the exposed individuals and the age distribution of the exposed pop-

ulation. Much of this can be pre-calculated for unit air concentration or deposition of each

nuclide. This is done in COSYM A, the results being termed " activity risk coeflicients". These
;

|
coefficients, which are contained in a data library, are described in detail in Section 5.4.

The module EARLY in the NE sub-system is equivalent to 1.ATDOS and LATRSK in the

late sub systems. It includes a detailed modelling of the efTects of early emergency actions

in reducing the potential doses. It uses the output of the PROTEC module to identify which
actions should be assumed to be taken at each of the grid points. The module considers

different groups of people who, aRer an initial delay, are sheltering in different types of

buildings, or evacuating spontaneously or remaining outdoors for some reason (perhaps they

could not be located and warned). After the sheltering period, the remaining people are

assumed to be evacuated. The module allows for the time taken to travel out of the con-
taminated area, with the travelling time being related to the density of the population. The
modelis described further in Section 5.5. The effects of stable iodine tablets in reducing risks|

are also considered in this module. The flexibility and complexity of the countermeasures

model prevented a division into separate dose and risk modules because of the amount of

storage which would be required to pass the information between two such modules.

i

An optional LATRSK module of the FL sub-systems allows the detailed evaluation of the
time distribution of cancer in the exposed population. The same modules of the NL sub-

system can be used to give an estimate of this distribution.

3. STRUCTURE OF COSYMA
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of the population in the module COLLEC which calculates the overall number of the health .
_.___. _

cffects considered for the run of COSYMA. The results of these calculations can be pre-
sented in a variety of ways by the evaluation programs, as described in Section 6.

The module ECONOM estimates the economic consequences of the release,in terms of the

costs of the emergency actions, and the costs associated with health effects. The counter-

measures for which costs are considered are movement of the population (both evacuation ' :

and relocation), restrictions on the production and consumption of food, and decontam-

ination ofland and buildings. The costs of evacuation and relocation include those arising

from transport aN accommodation, loss ofincome and loss of capital. ,

3.3 Stand-alone Programs in COSYMA

l
i

SOURCliis a program for preparing the input source term in the form required by the main
analysis programs. and describing the time variation of the release.

Ideally, consequence calculations would be carried out for all possible combinations of

atmospheric conditions which can occur in the area afTected by the plume of dispersing

material. Ilowever this is not possible because of cons'raints imposed by computer
resources. METSAM is a flexible system for selecting sequen:es of atmospheric conditions

for analysis with the major ACA programs ofCOSYMA. ME FSAM contains three different

programs for use w;th the different dispersion models available in COSYMA. The programs

within COSYMA derive the conditions to be considered from an analysis of historical
meteorological data for the affected region. The calculations are either carried out for

sequences of atmospheric conditions in the historical data chosen to represent the range of

possible conditions in the data set, or for groups of constaut atmospheric conditions.

| The progran s RIMPUFF, COSGAP and MESOS are atmospheric dispersion programs

based on different assumptions and approximations, and appropriate for different applica-

| tions. Other models for atmosphene dispersion are included within the NE and NL sub-

| systems of COSYMA.

The program COSING estimates food chain related consequences of the accident. It was
| developed as a stand.alone supplement to COSYMA to allow faster an6 more detailed

.avestigations of the consequences arising from the food chain pathways than are possible

| with the NL or FL sub-systems. Age-dependent individual ingestion doses and time-depen-

| dent individual health risks from ingestion of contaminated focds can be estimated. A
l' detailed breakdown of the contribution of the various foods and nuclides considered to the

ingestion dose can also ' derived. For the calculations, COSING uses initial ground con-

-12-
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'centrations in each grid element calculated bp the module CONCEN of the NL and FL*

sub-systems of COSYMA. s

The program GRIDS is used to obtain distributions of population or agricultural production
in angular segments and distance bands around the site from information on a regular grid. i

The program UFOTRI is a program for assessing the consequences of tritium releases. It

incorporates a dispersion model allowing for material to deposit, evapora end subsequently

disperse again, and a dynamic model for the behaviour of tritium in food +. ins,

The program ARCOS is used to create files of activity risk coeflicients which are required

in the calculation oflate health effects.

Programs tre also provided for presenting the output of the main COSYM A sub-s 'tems in

a variety ys, as the best form of presentation can depend on the applicanon of the

system.1nese p ograms supplement the methods available in the main sub-systems of

COSYM A.

|
|

|

|

3. Si Rt:CTL'HF. OF COSYM A
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4. PREPARATION OF RELEASE DATA ,

The description of the souice term includes the amount of material released and its time
variation, together with the heat content or verucci momentum of the material. A
description of the height of the release or the size of the building is also required. If the
objective of the analysis is to calculate the risk posed by the plant, then information on the

frequency of the postulated releases is also required, and must be provided by the user.

A compmhensive safety study of a nuclear installation leads to the ;dentification of a wide

range of possible accident sequences.1 imitations on the available time (both computer and
human) means that the consequences of each of these accident sequences cannot be analysed

separately. Therefore accident sequences which lead to similar amounts of material released

are grouped together, so that a detailed analysis can be carried out for the limited number s

of representative groups so identified. The time variation and duration of the release are also

important features, as they affect both the atmospheric dispersion of the material and the
time during which emergency actions may be undertaken.

Recent investigations on accident sequences in PWRs suggest that the time between the end

of the nuclear reactions and the release to atmosphere may be long. Some sequences in

which material is released over a prolonged period have been identified. Ilowever prompt

releases are still considered possible. Source terms are described in COSYMA in terms of

release " phases" with duration one hour in the NE and N1. sub-systems and three hours in

the Fl. sub-system. The phases can be separated from each other by periods in which no -

*
releases are considered. These periods are multiples of the phase length.

A stand alone program SOURCE is provided in the COSYM A package to assist in creating

the input file describing the source term in the correct format for the program. The program
considers the release of 141 nuclides, and selects those nuclides which contribute more than

a specified proportion of the dose from each of the pathways considered in COSYMA. This
selection is done by defining quantities which are related to the doses received from each of

the routes of exposure and wlich can be calculated easily. For example, the nuclides to be
considead for inhalation are determined by considering the dose in each organ and taking

those nuclides which contribute more than a desired fraction (perhaps 99.9%) of the total

for all nuclides. The program also suggests a way in which the release can be split into sep-
'

arate phases; the user can accept this description or combine the releases in a difTerent pat-
tern. Material released over more than one hour can be considered to be released i a single-

phase of one hour duration.
B

4. PREPARMilON OF REl. EASE DATA
'
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5. BASIC FEATURES OF THE MODELS'IN COSYMA
.

Following an accidental release to atmosphere, people can be irradiated by a number of
routes from material both in the atmosphere and after its deposition to the ground. The

routes considered in COSYMA are:

1. cxternal B and y irradiation from material in the cloud,

2. inhalation of materialin the cloud,

3. external B irradiation from material deposited on skin or clothing,

4. cxternal y irradiation from material deposited on the ground,

5. inhalation of resuspended material, ,

6. ingestion of foodstuffs contaminated by deposited material.

Not all routes of exposure are considered for each health effect, or included in each of the

sub-systems as indicated in Table 3. The first three routes of exposure only affect those

people who are exposed to the plume of material as it passes overhead. Externalirradiation
from the cloud clearly only occurs while the person is in the contaminated plume. Material

is inhaled similarly only while the plume is present, but some materials can be retained in the

body for long periods after inhalation so that the exposure enn persist over the rest of the
'

person's lifetime. The third route also affects only those peuple under the plume during its

passage, and irradiation stops once the materialis removed from the skin. The other routes

,

however can lead to irradiation over a considerable period of time and can even irradiate

( those people who were not y:t born at the time of the accident. The distribution of food can

expose people who live outside the area which was affected by the original plume of dis-

persing material.
.

The section gives a brief description of the models which are contained within the three -

sub-systems of COSYM A, or are provided as stand-alone programs for calculating radiation

doses for the rou'.es of exposure listed above and the risks of health efTects from those doses.

The models used to generate the data libraries which are part of the package are described

in Section 6. The models are described here in outline only. More complete descriptions are

given in other reports specifically about the models which were adopted for COSYMA, or
about the models in the MARC and UFOMOD programs which have been incorporated in '[
COSYM A.

0

..

t

5. IIASIC FEATi|RFS OF TIIE MODEl.S IN COSYMA
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5.1 Atmospheric Dispersion

The COSYMA package contains five different models for atmospheric dispersion, based on

different assumptions and hence appropriate for different applications. The choice of model

for a particular application is considered in Section 10. Ilowever, any model can be used
with the package provided it can meet the appropriate interfaces with the remainder of the

system. The method adopted in the ATMOS and CONCIIN modules means that other
' atmospheric dispersion models to be coupled with COSYM A need not consider radioactive

decay, but need to provide correction factors to allow the cloud y dose from the fmite plume

to be calculated.

The inclusion of five different dispersion models allows the user to select the model which

is most appropriate for the application being considered, and which is commensurate with
the meteorological data available. It also enables users of COSYM A to take advantage of

as much of the !!C expertise in this area as possible.

5.1.1 The COSGAP, MUSEML1 and RIMPUFF Models

These three models are all Gaussian models allowing for variation of atmospheric conditions

during plume travel. The principal difference between the three models is the way in which

they describe the trajectory followed by the dispersing material, and the meteorological data

required. The differences between the ways in which the models describe the trajectory is

illustrated in Figure 3. The MUSEMiiT model is included as part of the ATMOS modu |c
for the NH and NL sub-systems of COSYM A.

COSGAP is a modified version of the dispersion model from the NRpil program MARC
[19], and is available within the COSYM A package as a stand alone program. This model
could be used with the NI! and NI, versions of COSYMA, and would replace both the
ATMOS und CONCEN modules of the COSYMA sub-system. The original version is
described in detail in [20]. It is a Gaussian plume model in which the dispersing material is

assumed to follow a linear trajectory after its release. Ilowever material released in different

phases of the accident can be assumed to travelin different directions depending on the wind

direction at the time each part of the materialis released. The atmospheric conditions, other

than wind direction, affecting the plume are assumed to be the same at those at a single

meteorological station near the site of the release.
-

The MUSI!MI!T modelis included in the ATMOS module of the N!! and NL sub-systems
of COSYMA. This model was originally written at KFA Julich, and was modified and
extended by KfK for use in UFOMOD and COSYM A. It is described in detail in [21] and '

[12] It is a segmented Gaussian plume mode.' which assumes that the atmospheric condi-

tions affecting the plume are determined from those at a single meteorological station

..
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representing the site of the release. The model allows three options for describing the tra-

jectory followed by the dispersing material. The first is to assume all material travels in the

direction of the wind at the start of the release. The second is to assume that the material

released in each phase travels in the wind direction at the start of that phase for the who'c
ofits travel. The third is to assume that the wind direction changes every hour throughout

the release and the subsequent travel. In this case, the dispersing material is assumed to

follow a trajectory which consists of a series of straight line segments. With the second and

third options, all rnaterial released in a particular phase follows the same trajectory, but
material released in dilTerent phases can follow different trajectories.

A modified form of the RIMPUFF dispersion model is provided in the COSYM A package

as a stand-alone program. It is appropriate for use with the NE and NL sub-systems of
COFYM A, in place of the ATMOS module. The model was originally written at Riso, and

was modified by KfK for use with UFOMOD and COSYMA, it is described in detail in
[12] and [22]. RIMPUFF is a Gaussian puff dispersion model, in which the release is . .

described as a series of puffs emitted at intervals of a few minutes, and the trajectory fol-

lowed by each puff is determined, in this way the model assumes that changes of atmos-

pheric conditions affect all the dispersing material at the same time, rather than at the same
distance as is assumed in M USEMET. RIMPUFF can use meteorological data from a single

station or from a series of stations in the area affected by the dispersing plume. In the second

case, the atmospheric conditions affecting each of the puffs are derived by interpolating

between the values at the difierent meteorological stations. This means that different puffs

can trasel in different directions at the same time.

All the models allow for the effects of hourly changes of wind speed, stability category, and

rainfall rate. In addition the COSGAP model allows for hourly changes of mixing layer

depth, with the possibility of material being left above the top of the mixing layer as its

height is reduced. This material is assumed to travel in the same direction and at the same

speed as material remaining in the mixed layer.

COSGAP includes a description of the hori/ontal plume dimension a, which includes con-

tributions caused by turbulent diffusion about the instantaneous wind direction and fluctu-

ations in the wind direction. The magnitude of the turbulent spreading is based on work by

Pasq"ill and Gifford and depends on the atmospheric stability. The spread due to wind
direction fluctuations is based on work by Moore, and is assumed to depend on the wind-

speed and release duration but not the atmospheric stability [23]. The modelis not restricted

to assuming a cne hour duration of each phase, but can calculate a value oro, for any phase

duration specified by the user. The vertical plume dimension a, is based on the work of

Smith using the formulae derived by liosker, and includes an allowance for the effects of

ground roughness on dispersion [24]. The top of the mixing layer is assumed to act as a

barrier to further vertical dispersion.

5. IIASIC l'ENil RI'.S Ol' Tile MODEl.S IN COSYM A
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]MUSEMET;cnd'.RIMPUFF use horizontal and vertical dispersion parameters?whic'h'are
functions of atmospheric stability and release height, with two sets of parameters for smooth

end rough underlying surf :es. The sets of parameter values were derived experimentally,

with the values for smooth surfaces based on work at SCK/CEN Mol [25] and those for
rough surfaces from the Karlsruhe - Julich experiments [26]. Ilowever, these dispersion

parameters are of the form o -pr and the uiues of p and q can be changed by user input.

The horizontal dispersion parameters are applicable to a release duration of I hour, which

must therefore be the duration of each phase. The height of the mixing layer is assigned for

each category, and the dispersion model does not allow for decreases in this height during

plume travel.,

,

All three models allow for dry and wet deposition. Dry deposition is calculated using the

deposition velocity, with the amount of material remaining in the plume calculated using the

source depletion model, in which the vertical profile of the plume is assumed to remain

Gaussian. The value of deposition velocity depends on the underlying surface, with higher

values applicable to forests than to grass, for example. The value used in the dispersion
Niculations is an average value for the various underlying surfaces. Correction factors can

be applied when calculating doses so that the effect of di1Terent deposition velocities to the ;

different surfaces can be simulated. Wet deposition is included using a washout coefficient,

which increases with increasing rainfall rate. The value of the deposition velocity and wash-
,

out coefficient can be specified separately for each nuclide in COSGAP;in N1.O:ET or -

RIMPUFF values can be assigned for noble gases, aerosols, and iodine in cleinental and

organic forms, or bound to aerosols.

All three models include the elTects of plume rise using the model developd by liriggs.

COSGAP considers rise due to vertical plume momentum and to its buoyancy, while the

other models only consider rise due to plume buoyancy. The details of the models used for. -

the height of the plume centre-line and for terminating the rise are described in [20] and .

[l2].

COSGAP allows for the effects of buildings on the dispersion of material released within the

main building wake by using the virtual source model as developed by liarker, and recom-
3

; mended for use by a UK Working Group on Atmospheric Dispersion [23]. The user must

specify the efTective height and initial plume dimensions.

The effects of down-wash and mixing in the wake of a building are included in MUSEMET

and RIMPUFF using a virtual source model based on the work ofIlanna et al [27]. These

models also consider the down-wash of material released from stacks.
,

,
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I 5.1.2 The ISOLA Dispersi:n Model
'

The ISOLA dispersion model [2!G is provided in the COSYMA package as part of the NL

sub-system of COSYMA. ISOLA is intended primarily for use with quasi stationary
releases of duration weeks to months, and thus closes the gap between accidental releases

and normal operation. ISOLA is a statistical Gaussian plume model in which changes of
atmospheric conditicns during the travel of material are not considered. The program
requires information on the relative frequency of meteorological conditions in terms of the

joint probability distribution of wind speed, wind direction, stability class and rainfall rate,
derived rrom one or more year's data. The concentration is averaged across the sectors

considered, assuming that the wind direction is evenly spread throughout the sector and

allowing for material crossing the boundaries between the sectors. The plume dispersion

parameters are the same as those used in MUSEME T.

ery depu.sesn is included with plume depletion calculated using the source depletion
model. Wet deposition is included by using washout coeflicients. The values of the deposi-

tion parameters can be assigned for the same five groups of nuclides considered in
M USEM ET. ,

lluilding effects are included by increasing the plume dimensions by an amount which allows

for the initial dispersion in the building wake. The ISOLA model does not allow for plume

rise.

5.1.3 The MESOS Dispersion Model

The MESOS dispersion model [29] is provided in the COSYMA package as a stand-alone

program. It is appropriate only for use with the FL sub-system of COSYMA.

MESOS uses a data base of atmospheric conditions over a wide region, the data base

included in the COSYM A package covering the whole of Europe. Conditions at the position

of the dispersing puff are calculated by interpolation from this data base.

MESOS considers the release as a series of puffs released at intervals of 3 hours. The tra-

jectory followed by the puffs is obtained from the atmospheric pressure field, by solving the

equations of motion. The growth of each pufT due to small scale turbulence and wind shear

is also considered. The synoptic spreading is represented by assuming that the material
released over the 3 hour period is spread uniformly between the trajectories calculated for

the puffs released at the start and end of the period.
,

Vertical dispersion is calculated at short distances using plume dispersion parameters based

on the work of Smith [30]. Once the plume has spread through the mixing layer, the con-
centration distribution is assumed to be uniform between the ground surface and the top of

5. IIASIC FEAT 1'RES OF TIIE MODELS IN COSYMA
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the 11y;r. Changes in the depth of the mixing layer are modelled with material being left
above the mixing layer as its depth decreases. This material is prevented from disrusing to

the ground until the mixing byer depth subsequently increases to include it. It is assumed

to travel at the same speed and direction as material inside the mixing layer.

Wet deposition is included in the model using a washout coeflicient which varies w:th rainfall

rate. The rainfall rate is obtained by interpolating from the values on the meteorological data

base, and is assumed to apply over the whole of the puff being considered. MESOS a' o
allows for dry deposition, using the source depletion model to calculate the amount of
material remaining in the plume.

As the MESOS modelis intended for use only beyond some tens of kilometres from the site,

it does not include models for plume rise or building wake effects, as these effects are not
important at such distances.

5.2 Meteorological Sampling
4

Four of the atmospheric dispersion models included in the COSYMA package allow for the

variation of conditions during the travel of the plume. In probabilistic consequence assess-

ments using these models, the atmospheric dispersion and dose calculations raust be
repeated for a large number of sequences of conditions selected from the meteorological data

file used in order to predict the fell distribution of consequences which may occur. Ideally

the calculations should be performed for every possible sequence of conditions in the data

file, in other words for an accident starting at each hour on the file. Computer resources are

not suff'icient for this to be done, and a representative selection of the sequences must be

used instead. The selection should be made in such a way that the sequences chosen repre-

sent the complete range of possib!c sequences, and yield the correct probability distribution

of consequences.

The simplest methods of selecting starting times for the sequences are ;o do so either at

random or by selecting every n'th sequence (cycle sampling). These methods tend to sample

the more common sequences frequently, whilst overlooking the more unusual ones. They

can only be used for predicting the higher percentiles of the distributions of consequences if

a very large number of sequences is considered for analysis. llowever cyclic sampling can

be selected with the Mi! SOS, MUSEMET and RIMPUFF models by setting a parameter in

the input file. It could also be used with COSGAP by providing an appropriate input file.

A more sophisticated method of sampling is stratified sampling,in which the intention is to

group all those sequences of conditions on the meteorological data file for which the conse-

quences are similar. Sequences can then be chasen at random from those within each of the

groups, and assigned a probability based on the number of sequences allocited to each
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group and the number selected from within each group. The sampling procedure adopted -
must be tailored in some ways to features of the atmospheric dispersion model used, and to

other features of the conseq'uence calculations [31]. in particular, one of the criteria in

o . " designing a sampling scheme is to give an adequate description of the high consequence part

of the overall probability distribution. The atmospheric conditions for which high conse-

quences are predicted should be identified, and the category scheme adapted to concentrate

on these conditions.

Experience, particularly with the M ARC program [32), shows that following a major release

of activity the dose from deposited activity can be a significant contributor to early deaths,

and that sequences in which the plume encounters heavy rain over densely populated areas
near the site can lead to large numbers of early deaths. Experience with UFOMOD suggests
that releases in initial stable conditions tend to be the ones with high consequences for

releases near ground level. These features should therefore be considered in designing a

sampling scheme.
7

The COSYMA package includes three different programs for selecting sets of sequences for

analysis. These different programs are similar in their aims and are based on similar criteria

for grouping the sequences occuuing in the meteorological data used for the analysis. The

procedures used to group the sequences must however be tailored to some details of the
atmospheric dispersion model to be used, and this is the reason for providing three different -

sampling programs in the COSYM A package. The programs are intended for use with the
COSGAP, the MUSHMET and the RIMPUFF dispersion models. The versions of the -

sampling program for use with MUSl! MET and RIMPUFF differ only in the way that the
atmospheric conditions at the plume are estimated from the meteorological data files used.
The version for use with COSGAP differs in not allowing for changes of wind direction

during plume travel, and in using some different categorisation schemes. The three programs

are very nexible and allow the user to define his own criteria for grouping the sequences of

atmospheric conditions. ,

As indicated above, following a major release of activity sequences in which the plume i

encounters heavy rain over densely populated areas near the site can lead to the prediction

of large numbers of early deaths. The sampling orograms are designed to identify such

sequences. While all the sampling programs attempt to identify such sequences, the criteria

adopted difTer between the COSGAP and the MUSEMET/RIMPUFF programs, because

the modelling of wet deposition within these programs is difTerent. Two basic sets of criteria

are available for grouping the wet sequences, although both sets have several options within i

them. ,

,

The sampling program for use with the COSGAP model can group atmospheric conditions :

in terms of the amount of material deposited in a short distance band. MUSEMET and
RIMPUFF do not have the same description of the variation of wet deposition with dis-

5. IIASIC FENH RES OF TIIE MODEIS IN COSYMA
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*
. tance, and hence this particular_ option is not appropriate ir use with those models. Ilow-

-

ever the deposition can be characterised in terms of the ratio of washout cocflicient to wind
"

speed. This option is available within all the sampling programs. The other options for wet<

sequences within the programs are based on the rainfall rate observed within a specified
distance f the site Details of the schemes are given in the user guide [is].; 7

The conditions leading to large numbers of early elrects in the absence of wet deposition are

likely to be those in which the air concentration remains high, either for a long period or for '
,

a long distance. The atmospheric conditions leading to this situation are those where the

wind speed is low or the mixing layer is shallow for some hours, where the wind speed drops

at some distance from the site, or in initial stable conditions. All the sampling programs
include a set of options to identify these conditions.

Most of the work done so far on meteorological sampling has been based on categorising
sequences in terms of early effects, and identifying sequences in terms of atmospheric fea-

'

tures occurring within some tens of kilometres of the site. Ilowever, the programs provided
,

in the COSYMA package are very flexible and could be used to identify sequences in terms

of features occurring at much greater distances from the site, if required.

.To date, little work has been carried out to derive a sampling scheme appropriate for use

with the MESOS atmospheric dispersion model, and further investigations are required
before recommended methods can be given. Calculations of consequences carried out using

sampling schemes developed for short distance applications have a number of unsatisfactory

features. This is because the probabilities of weather sequences selected for short distance

may not be valid at larger distances. If the application considered does not require results

from the NL and FL sub-systems to be combined, then cyclic or random sampling seem to '

give the best results at present. Ilowever, further work is required on this topic.
,

There is no meteorological sampling model for use with ISOLA as this model does not

consider changes of conditions during plume travel. ISOLA is used with statistics of the joint
frequency of atmospheric stability category, wind speed and direction, and rainfall rate. The

,

air concentration and deposition in each of the groups considered is calculated, and the

sequence is assigned the frequency of that group. ;

,

- 5.3 Dose Cakulations

Doses are calculated within COSYMA cither for presentation as an end point of the
assessment or for use in further calculations of health effects. Iloth individual and collective

doses can be evaluated. This section describes the methods adopted for calculating doses in -
'

the absence of any emergency actions taken to reduce the doses. The method of allowing for

these actions in calculating doses and health efTects is described in Section 5.6. Doses may
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he chiculated for any duration 'of exposure an'd for a number of organs. The organs consid-

ered in the Nii sub system of COSYMA are those required for use with the dose response

. relationships adopted for the calculation of the different health cfrects. The times considered

'can be set by the user with the maximum time considered being 1 year; the default times are !s

those used in the dose response relationships. Dose response relationships are described in

Section 5.4.

I

The other COSYM A sub-systems (NI and FL) consider difTerent types of health clTects, and

different time periods from 1 to 70 years over which the doses are integrated.

The pathways considered in COSYM A by which people are exposed to irradiation are listed
earlier in Section 5; the ones considered by the different sub-systems are shown in Table 3.

The early health efTects of radiation exposure are only observed in those people exposed to

high doses for short periods of time. Ingestion doses over short time periods, and their con-

tribution to early health clTects, are not considered in COSYM A because bans on the con-

sumption of food would be enforced if doses from this route might be high. Models are
described in this section for calculating doses from each of the routes of exposure considered

by COSYMA.

The doses are calculated for an average adult member of the population in the current ver-

sions of the NI!, N1., and FL sub-systems of COSYMA. Ilowever, age dependent doses and

doses to members of critical groups can be calculated for the ingestion pathway using the

more detailed models within the COSING program. The calculated doses (from COSING

and the ather sub-systems) can be evaluated and presented with or without allowing for the
effects of countermeasures. Tlic method of calculating late health effects using activity risk

coellicients, described in Section 5.4.2, allows for doses to all age groups of the population.

5.3.1 External Exposure Palhways

lixternal y exposure from material in the cloud and from material deposited to the ground
is calculated within each of the sub-systems of COSYMA. The doses are calculated by

multiplying the time integrated air concentration or Jeposit by a precalculated factor
obtained from a data library. In the case of cloud y exposure this factor is the dose per unit

air concentration, while for deposited y dose it is the dose per unit deposit to the appropriate

time period. The models used for calculating these dose conversion factors are described in

Section 6.

:

The factor for cloud y dose in the data library was calculated assuming that the plume is ,

semi-infinite and of uniform concentration. Correction factors for plume geometry and dis-

tance from the plume centre-line are included in the dose calculation.11ccause the dose cal-

culation must take account of the si/c and shape of the plume of dispersing material, the
!
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c:rrection factors are evaluated'in the'atmosphcric dispersion module; Methods of calcu. l
~

lating these factors are included in the COSGAP, MUSEMl!T and RIMPUFF dispersion
"2 models. The COSGAP dispersion model contains a further method for calculating cloud y.

doses for use when the plume is very narrow in the vertical direction and the centre-line is-

well above the ground [20]. The dispersing material is approximated by a horizontal line

source at the plume centre line height, and the dose obtained by integrating along the line
source.

.

The deposited y doses in the data library were calculated allowing fo'r shielding by the soil

from material in the deeper soil layers. The doses from cloud or deposited y exposure cal-

culated with these factors are therefore appropriate for people who are outdoors. Factors to -
,

allow for shielding by buildings must be specified by the user of COSYMA. The N!! sub-

system allows the user considerable ficxibility in describing the location of the population *

and the shielding efTects of buildings for those people assumed to be indoors. The way in

which this is done, and the options for describing the fractions of the population in different

types of housing with different shielding factors, are described in Section 5.6. Calculations

for groups of people with different shielding factors require the use of the countermeasures.4

routines of the NI! sub-system. Ilowever an average shielding factor can be included when

calculating potential doses.

Doses from material deposited on skin and clothes are also considered in COSYMA. These

are calculated using a data library giving the dose rate per unit deposit and information on

the biological half-life of the material on skin. The dose response relationships for non sto-
chastic effects are applied with the dose to a small area of skin, and therefore the dose cal- '"

culated can be used directly. Ilowever, for stochastic effects the average dose throughout the

skin should be used in the dose-response relation. COSYM A includes an allowance for only

part of the body being contaminated in calculating this average skin dose. The deposition

density on skin or clothes is taken to be a multip!c'of that to the ground at the same
location. The user of COSYMA can specify this multiple of the deposition and also the
halflife of material on skin. 1

.

5.3.2 Inlemal Exposure Pathways

5.3.2.1 inimlation Dose
..

Material can be inhaled either directly from the radioactive cloud as it passes overhead, or,

following the resuspension of material which has been deposited. This second pathway can
'

lead to intakes over prolonged periods oflime. The dose from inhaled material can occur

over a. prolonged period as some radionuclides can be retained in the body for considerable
periods after inhalation.
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~ '' The direct inhalation dose is obt'ained as the produu' of the inhalation rate, the time inte-'

grated air concentration and a precalculated dose per unit activity inhaled. Values of dose
'

per unit activity inhaled are contained in a library; the models from which they were derived
''

i
'

are described in Section 6. The inhalation rate can be specified by the user.
,

Resuspension can be caused by the wind or by human activities (eg. trafric or ploughing).
.

)

The relationship between the air concentration and the amount of material deposited is '
'

i.

described in COSYMA using a time-dependent resuspension factor, in practice, this factor

depends on the fixation of the material onto soil, climatic conditions and the amount and
type of human activity in the area. As there is no detailed reliable model for the resuspension

factor, a simple approach is taken in COSYM A and the resuspension factor is taken to be
the sum of two terms, a constant and one varying exponentially with time [20]. The user can

chance the values of each of the coefficients in the relationship.

The air concentrations inside and outside buildings may be different, and COSYMA incor-

porates this by using a " shielding factor" when calculating the amount of materialinhaled.
The user can specify different fitetors for difTerent groups of the population in the NE sub-

system if the countermeasures routines are used. An average factor is used with the other
sub systems. The factors adopted for direct inhalation of the cloud and for inhalation of

resuspended material need not be the same.

5.3.2.2 Ingestion doses

ingestion doses are calculated from the amount of activity depositeu, the concentration of
material in foods for unit deposition, the consumption rate and the dose per unit activity.

ingested. Information about the concentration of material in foods and the doses per unit

activity ingested are obtained from data libraries, as described in Section 6.

Nine foodstuffs (milk | milk products, beef, pork, sheep meat, grain products, potatoes, leafy

vegetables, non-leafy vegetables, and root vegetables) are considered in COSYMA, and

information on the concentration of material in each of these foods as a function of time i

after deposit is given in the data library previous investigations have shown that the time

~ of year at which the accident occurs may have a marked effect on the concentration in foods.
COSYMA therefore uses difTerent data libraries for accidents occurr'mg at different times of

the year. In theory a large number of such files could be used, but considerations.on the
amount of data which could be handled restrict the number, and COSYMA approximates

the seasonal effects by using two data sets, one for winter (November to March) and one for

summer (April to October). The appropriate data set is selected by considering the date of

the release from the starting time for the atmospheric sequence.

The individual ingestion dose can be calculated in COSYMA using the assumption that all

food is produced at the point at which it is consumed, together with an assumed consump-
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. tion rate fbr each of the nine foodsttiffs' indicated'above, Collective' doses can be calculated2

using'one of two ' assumptions. Th'e first calculahs the individual dose as above, multiplies, < '

this by the number of people at the grid point, and sums over grid points. The second uses

.information on food production patterns and assumes that all food produced is consumed
.

somewhere. The collective dose arising from the production at each grid point is then cal.
culated and summed.

.

5..! Dme Response Relationships

1

The health effects which can be calculated with COSYMA were indicated in Sectio'n 2 and
Table 1. This section lists the dose-response relationships and the defliult parameter values
which are used in calculating those effects.

,

5.4.1 Early Effects

The calculations of early effects ofirradiation is only included in the Nii version of COSY.

MA. Models for a range of fhtal and non fatal early effects are included, as indicated in

Table 1. This list of health effects includes all those causes of death for which a dose-res-
ponse relationship has been specified either by NitPil [34] or by USNitC [35], llowever,

the list does not include all the non fatal effects of radiation which have been identified. The

subset selected for inclusion in COSYMA consists of those effects which lead to a severe.
disability of the affected person for the rest of their life or which require continuous medical

treatment and/or social care. Those non fatal effects which are transitory and leave no per- '

manent health detriment are not quantified.

The risk of suffering from early cifects following irradiation increases rapidly as the dose--
increases above a threthold value. This is modelled in COSYM A using a " hazard function",

,

in which the probability of an individual being alrected, r, is given by
t

,'r - 1 - exp( -#)

where
.

#= In 2 ( -) for D > T

,

D is the dose received in the appropriate period,

Du is the dose which causes the efTect in 50% of tiie exposed population,
S is the shape parameter, which characterises the slope of the dosc. risk. function,-
T is the threshold dose.

.
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"fgjMes MichNe protracted over a period of time are less efTsctive than those delivered over
'aivery shor2 period.. This is included in the model by summing over doses delivered in dif-'

,

| Terent. time ' periods; with each normalised by an appropriate D3a. The equation above is then - )' 3

' replaced by |
,

. s

~ l[ = In 2 (- ) for D' > T,
D 50

<

where

D'- is the dose delivered in the time period i,

D 3. is the dose which causes the effect if 50% of the exposed population if delivered
min time period i,

T, is the threshold dose for time period i.

In the revised version of the USNRC health efTects model [35), dose rate dependent models:

are proposed for fatal early effects. These account for the fact that dose received at low' dose
rate is less harmful than dose received at high dose rate. This dependency is included by

expressing the median lethal dose, LD3. , as a function of dose rate. Ilowever the modelling
in COSYMA is still based on the fixed time interval approach; therefore the approximating..
functions described above are used. Future revised versions of COSYMA may account for

dose rate dependencies.

An allowance is made for irradiation of more than one organ when calculating the total

individual risk of an early health effect. The risks of death from each organ are combined in -

a way which prevents the overall risk exceeding unity.

Parameter values for the hazard function can be selected which give a very good description

of the variation of risk with dose over a wide range of do'ses, flowever they do have the -
'

problem of predicting a non-zero risk at any dose, however small. Acute doses of radiation .
below a certain threshold are assumed not to carry any risk of causing early cfrecti There-

fore threshold doses are included in COSYMA with the hazard functions. This threshold is
different for each of the health effects and for each:of the dose periods considered. The

default values of the parameters DW, S and the dose thresholds for each period included in

COSYMA are given in Table 4.

The default parameter values adopted in COSYM A are derived from extensive studies of the;
cfrects of radiation on both humans and animals, as indicated in [34] and [35]._ The dose-

response relationships adopted for death from irradiation of bone marrow are based on
'

studies of those people exposed to radiation from the atomic bombs in Japan, exposure to
fallout in the Marshall Islands and of casualties after the Chernobyl accident, and several-

other sources ofinformation. The default parameter values for death from lung exposure are -

I
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Q. : based brgely on experiments"with dogs, though there is' aho some human data cnd'infor :,s.
"

t rnatio'n on'other species of animals.

thing a hnard function' form' for the dose response relationships provides a very flexible
program. The user of COSYMA can. simulate a wide variety of other dose response

''

relationships by modifying the parameter values, each of which can be changed through the
input file.

|
t

b

5.4.2 Late Effects

The late cITects considered in COSYMA are a range of fatal and non fatal cec;rs in the

exposed population, and hereditary effects in their offspring. The incidence of these health.

efTects is calculated in COSYMA using a linear dose response relationship without a dose ,

threshold. :

There has been a number of extensive studies of the incidence oflate health efTects in irra-
diated populations (see, for example, [34), [35] and [36]). These studies have ideatified the

'

'

| health effects in the irradiated population and also the methods which should be used to

calculate the risks in other populations having different age structures and different natural
cancer risks from the population studied. '

There are two models for assessing the risk of a cancer being induced in an irradiated person.

The absolute risk or additive model assumes radiation produces a risk of cancer which is.

independent of the natural cancer risk an is the same in all populations for the same dose.
The relative risk, or multiplicative model, assumes that radiation increases the natural cancer

, ,
. risk by a multiplicative factor which is the same for all populations and is. independent of

any differences in the natural cancer risks between the populations. This means that the -

overall cancer risk in a population depends on the natural cancer risk and on the age dis-
.

tribution of the population at the time of the exposure. Different models are considered
appropriate for different cancers. Therefore, some of the risk'coelTicients used in COSYMA

were derived from the additive model, and some from'the multiplicative model depending ;
upon the particular cancer being considered,

i
The calculation of the risk of suffering a late health effect as a result of an accident is com.

plicated by a number of features. The exposed population' consists ofindividuals' of various

ages. As late effects may not appear for some tens' of years after exposure, some of the -

possible risk may not be expressed in the population as people may die naturally before the

L . radiation induced effect occurs. Most of the routes ofirradiation lead 'to doses licing deliv .
, i

'

ered over a period of time. Even for the case ofinhalation where the intake occurs at a-<

'

specific time, material can remain in body tissues for extended periods, leading to doses over;

these extended periods. This extended period ofirradiation must be considered in calculating. ;

|

;
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the probability that a particular person will suffer a radiation-induced effect. Hntakes of .

contaminated food and external exposure from deposited activity may continue over

extended periods of time, so that people who are born after the accident occurred can also
be irradiated, and therefore suffer health effects.

The calculation of the risk of health clfects allowing for the time variation of dose, the age

distribution of the population and the delay between exposure and the effect occurring

requires the evaluation of complex multiple integrals. These integrals have been pre-calcu-
lated for use in COSYNIA, for the risk of each cancer type for unit air concentration and

unit deposition of each nuclide. Separate values were calculated for the risk in the population

living at the time of the accident (referred to as "the living generation"), and in those people

| born after the accident (referred to as " future generations"). The integrals relating risk to air

concentration or deposition are referred to as activity risk coeflicients"
~

Similar methods are used to calcolate risks allowing for the effects of countermeasures such

as relocation or food bans. Values of the activity risk coeflicicats are calculated for exposure

starting at a series of times afler the accident. The risk of cancer allowing for, for example,
a fbod han of I year duration is then calculated using activity risk cocmcients in which ing-
estion is assumed to start one year after the accident.

A further set of activity risk coellicients is available for use with the special version of the

FL sub-system which calculates the time at which health effects occur. These coeflicients are

evaluated over limited ranges of the integrals to give the risk of the health effect occurring
in a series of defined time periods after the accident. These coeflicients are summed over the

living and future generations.

The activity risk coellicients included in COSYNIA incorporate risk coeflicients for late
effects recommended by GSF [36]. The risk coellicients are given in Table 5 where they are

expressed in terms of the number of fatal cancers per million people for an acute exposure
of to 2 Sv, assuming the age structure and natural cancer incidence of the FRG population.
The table also shows the fiators relating the number of fatal cancers to the total incidence

of cancer (i.e. the number of fittal and non-fatal cancers). The detailed risk coefTicients used
in deriving the cancer incidence in the popula' ion for one of the cancer types are given in
Table 6, which shows the risk as a function of age at exposure and time aner exposure.

COSYNI A can also calculate the impact of fatal cancers in terms of the loss oflife expect-

ancy in the exposed population. The loss oflife expectancy, averaged over all members of

the exposed population, is indicated in Table 6 for the particular cancer type considered

there.

The user of COSYM A can only change the default risk coefTicients for late effects by pro-

viding a new set of activity risk coefficients. At present only one set of these coefficients is

provided with the COSYM A package, but other sets may be made available in the future.
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S.5 Countermeasures Options and Criterla

The countermeasures which are included in the different COSYM A sub-systems were out-

' lined in Section 3.2 and indicated in Table 3. This section describes in more detail the
countermeasures which can be considered, and the criteria which may be used to initiate and

withdraw the actions. The ellects of the actions on the doses received by the afTected popu-

lation are also described in this section. Section 5.6 gives a detailed description of the ~

methods used to calculate doses and heahh effects allowing for the countermeasures

adopted. Some of the countermeasures can be assumed to be initiated automatically in an
area which can be defined by the user. The countermeasures can also be initiated on the

basis of dose criteria Thesc criteria are summarised in Table 7, and described for each option
below. The default values for the parameters are also indicated in Table 7.

In many cases the dose criteria are sums of doses from specified routes of exposure, but the

user has the option of selecting which of these routes should be considered in the summa-

tion. In this way the user can simulate the adoption of various types of countermeasures
criteria.

Some of the countermeasures are intended as immediate actions against short term doses,

while others are intended as continuing actions against exposure over longer periods of time.

Therefore different combinations of countermeasures are considered in the early and the late
sub systerns of COSYM A.

COSYM A considers both evacuation and relocation as means of moving people from their
homes to avoid exposure. The only difference between these two countermeasures in the

COSYMA system is the criterion used for their initiation. The same criterion is used for

return from both evacuation and relocation.

5.5.1 Shcitering Only

Sheltering as a single countermeasure is considered only in the N1, version of COSYMA.

Sheltering as the only action is initiated automatically in a circle with a radius defined by the

user. The duration of sheltering must be specified by the user.

Sheltering may reduce the external y doses from both deposited material and the cloud, and

internal doses from inhalation of material both in the initial plume and following resuspen-
sion. It may also reduce the amount of material deposited on the skin or clothes if different

deposition factors are used for people indoors or outdoors when the plume passes. The sets

of reduction factors can be specified by the user, and can include the value of 1.0, corre-

sponding to no reduction in doses during sheltering.
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- 5.5.2 f Sheltering Fcilded by Encuation

Evacuation is considered in COSYN1A to be an action aimed at reducing short term expo.

sure, and is therefore considered in the NE version of COSYN1A only. It can be assumed to
be initiated automatically in an area defined by the user, and/or on the basis of a dose cri '

terion, and can be assumed to be preceded by a period of sheltering. The program assumes
that evacuation is carried out within 24 hours of the release. The timing of early protective

actions is shown in Figure 4.

The area in which evacuation is assumed to be implemented automatically is defined in terms

of a circle and a sector, as illustrated in Figure S. The direction of the centre of the sector
is defmed in relation to the wind direction at the start of the release. The user can specify the

radius of the circle, the outer radius of the sector and the angular width of the sector. The

program is sufficiently flexible to cope with two special cases, namely:

limiting the area to a circle by making the radii of the circle and sector equal,*

limiting the area to a sector by making the radius of the circ!c zero.*

Automatic evacuation does not need to be considered ifit is not required for a paaicular

application in this case the radii of both the circle and the sector should be set to zero.

The dose considered in the criterion is any combination of the inhalation, deposited y and

cloud y doses, with the periods over which the doses should be integrated specified by the
user. The doses considered are those to people out of doors at the time of plume passage.

COSYA1 A allows the user to specify criteria for several organs, with different dose levels and

integration periods for each. Evacuation is assumed if the doses in any of the organs exceeds

the level specified.

COSYMA gives the user the option of increasing the intervention dose level at a selec:ed
downwind distance. Following an accident, it may be considered undesirable to evacuate

large areas, and particularly major cities, at some distance from the release unless the doses

there are larger than those considered in evacuating smaller areas. This enables the user to

model this type of decision.

The detailed sequences of actions assumed, and the method of calculating doses are

described in Section 5.6.

I

5.5.3 Relocation

Relocation is considered in COSYM A to be an action simed at reducing long-term exposure,

and is therefore considered in the NI. and the Fl. sub-systems, but not in the N!! sub-sys-
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onlyfon a criterion based on the effective dose.fRelo--
'

cation cannot be combined with an earlier period of sheltering in COSYM A.

The doses considered in the criterion are the external y doses from the cloud or from

deposited material, and the internal dose from inhalation of material in the cloud or of'

resuspended material. The user can specify the periods over which the doses and the intakes

from resuspension are integrated. This period can be any time up to 1 year, and could be
sufficiently short that the enterion becomes essential oc ofinstantaneous dose rate. If the

periods specified are not ones for which doses are contmned in the data files, then the doses

are obtained by interpolation. The user has the option ofincreasing the intervention dose

level at two selected downwind distances, similar to that done for evacuation.

COSYMA assumes that all people to be relocated will leave the area at the same time, This

time can be derived in two ways. The first option is simply to specify the time through the.

input data set. The second option is to specify the relocation rate (i.e. the area per day from

which people can be moved); the time at which people are relocated is then derived from the

area affected and the relocation rate.

5.5.4 Return from Evacuation or Relocation, Decontamination of Land and Buildings

The same criterion is assumed to be used for returning from evacuation and relocation.

Returning from evacuation or relocation and decontamination are considered together in
COSYMA.

Return is assumed once the effective dose in any period specified by the user falls below a

level which is also specified by the user. The dose considered in this criterion can be any

combination of the externa! y dose from deposited material and the internal dose from

inhalation of the cloud and of resuspended material.

Return is only considered at a discrete series of times selected by the user, with the possi-

bility of returning in each time period checked in order ofincreasing time. The program first

checks to see if people could return at the end of a period because natural processes have .

reduced the doses to below the level specified in the enterion for return. If this has occurred

then return is assumed and decontamination is not considered. If return is not possible at -

the end of a period, then the effects of decontamination are considered. Decontamination is- ;

assumed to be carried out ifit allows people to return during a time period when they would
L . not be able to do so without the decontamination occurring. The user can specify decon-

tamination factors which may be different for each time period considered.

r-
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l~5.5.5 Stable lodine Tchlets -

The distribution of stable iodine tablets is considered in all the sub- systems of COSYMA.

The effect of taking stable iodine tablets on the thyroid dose from radioactive iodine depends ~

on the time delay between inhaling the radioactive iodine and taking the stable iodine tab- a

lets, flowever, a simple approach is adopted in COSYM A, and the user is required to input

. a value for the dose-reduction factor which is used for all locations, irrespective of the

assumed times of plume arrival and of taking the tablets. lodine tablets are assumed to be

distributed automatically within a circle whose radius is specified by the user.

5.5.6 Food Restrictions

Food restrictions are considered in the N1. and .'L sub systems of COSYMA, and in the

detailed COSING food modelling program. Restrictions can be assumed to be imposed on

the basis of either the radionuclide levels in food or on dose criteria. In either case the

intervention level for imposing and withdrawing the bans need not be the same, and the user

has considerable freedom to specify his requirements.

If based on levels in food, the user can input the levels for a range of food categories and

nuclide groups (e.g. total iodine). The program will sum concentrations of the nuclides in

each group, for comparison with the criteria. For comparison with the criteria, the concen-

trations make no allowance for delay between harvesting and consumption,

if restrictions are assumed to be based on potential doses then the user can input the organs

to be considered. 'Ihe dose considered is the committed dose from intakes in one year. The

program can consider several organs with different dose levels and can impose bans on ,

whichever criterion is most restrictive at each point. The user can input the consumption

| rate to be used for each food, and can specify whether the calculation is to be for infants,

children or adults. If the dose level is based on an average person rather than one with

extreme habits, the calculations will allow for delay between harvest and consumption. Loss

, of activity during normal food processing will be included in calculating the doses.
|

9

S.6 ' Calculations including the Effects of Countenneasures |
1

|

This section describes the methods used in COSYMA for calculating doses and risks ;

including the effects of countermeasures. It also describes the sequences of actions consid-

cred in the early sub system when sheltering and evacuation are considered.

5. IIASIC FEATURES OF TIIE MODELS IN COSYMA
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L5.6.1 All=nce f:r Sheltering and Evreuati:n
L

The modelling adopted in COSYM A to allow for the effects of sheltering and evacuation
.when calculating the doses received is complex and allows the user a great deal of flexibility

in modelling the likely actions. The area of automatic evacuation is denoted " Area A~, while

that where evacuation is triggered by a dose criterion is denoted " Area 11". Any area which

meets the criteria for both areas A and 11 is assumed to be within area A.

The sequence of events assumed is illustrated in Figure 4. The actions are assumed to take

place first in area A. It is assumed that, after a delay for the authorities to initiate the:
actions, people take shelter while the plume remai s overhead. Evacuation is assumed to.

begin at a specified time after the end of the release. Ilowever the program is written in such

a way that it can calculate doses correctly if people are evacuated while the plume is still
overhead. The parameter identified in Figure 4 as Titi!ND, the time at which the release .
ends, is not used anywhere else within COSYMA and can be set to whatever time the user

needs to model the required timings of the emergency actions. The dose received during the

period while people are evacuating is taken to be that which would be received at the initial

point for the time taken to travel out of area A. livacuation of area 11 is assumed to begin

after the automatic evacuation has been completed but, by assigning negative values to delay

times, an earlier evacuation can be modelled. The sequence of events in area 11 is the same 1

as that in area A. The risk of an early health ellect does not increase linearly with the dose, I

and consequently it is not adequate to calculate an average dose to groups of people at a

single grid point if those groups are assumed to behave in different ways so that they have !

different doses. The description adopted in the NE sub system considers a number of groups )
'

of people with different doses and different risks, as described below. The individual risk is

calculated for each group separately.

Up to live groups of people are considered within the areas which are to be evacuated. Some

people are assumed to follow the instructions issued by the authorities and shelter and
evacuate as ordered. Allowance is made in COSYM A for these people sheltering in different i
locations with different shielding factors, and three such locations can be considered. Some |

other people are assumed to evacuate as soon as they are told to shelter. The final group

of people are assumed to remain out of doors during the sheltering period because they
could not be located and warned; they are however assumed to be evacuated at the same

time as the other people. The user can specify the fraction of the population in each group .

and the shielding factors for each. The default value:, are given in Table 8.

The doses received by people while they are evacuating allows for the time taken to travel

out of the area considered. The spectrum ofindividual travelling times for leaving the area

is approximated by comidering the times taken for three fractions of the population to drive

for a specified distance for four different population densities. Values for leaving 6 and 10
km circles have been derived [37), and are used as the defaults in COSYM A. They are given

i
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'.in Tabic 9. The choice between them is made separately for areas A and B, based on the~ 7
outer radius of the area to be evacuated, and the population density within the evacuation .

area.

:lf the individual risk is presented as an end-point, then it is averaged over the travel time,
' and the risks to each of the groups of people with different shielding factors are presented.

'

When calculating the number of health effects, a further average over the shielding groups

is carried out.

Outside the evacuation area, further groups of the population in different locations and
therefore having difTerent shielding factors are considered in the NE sub system. This is

because the program allows for the possibility of there being early health elTects outside the

j- area covered by evacuation. This means that an average dosr does not give an adequate

description of the overall risk, and the dose in each group of people must be considered
separately. The shielding factors and the fraction of the total population in each of the

|
groups of people considered can be set by the user; the default values are given in Table 10.

| In the NL and I;L sub-systems only ore group having average habits is considered, as linear

dose response relationships are used for the health effects considered there.

i

|
It is assumed in COSYMA that people who are evacuated will also be decontaminated, and

so the dose from material deposited on skin is assumed to be terminated at a user specified

time after the end of the evacuation period.

5.6.2 Allowance for Sheltedng Only

COSYMA allows for reduction factors for doses received during periods when people are
indoors. Different factors are used for the external y doses from the cloud or from deposited

material. Reduction factors are also included in calculating the doses from inhalation of

material in the plume or of resuspended material. The calculation of the amount of material

deposited on the skin also takes into account whether people are indoors or outdoors at the

time of the deposition. The same factors are used when people are indoors as part of their
normal activities or because they have been told to shelter.

'

5.6.3 Allowance for Stable lodine Tablets
.

The issue of stable iodine tablets to the population is considered in the NE and NL sub-

systems of COSYMA. The reduction in the thyroid dose from the inhalation ofiodine pro-
duced by taking stable iodine tablets depends on the time at which the tablets are taken in
relation to the time at which material is inhaled. This complex relation is simplified in

COSYMA, where a reduction factor specified by the user i; adopted for all times ofinhala-
tion and of taking the iodine tablets.

5. BASIC FEATURFS OF Tile MODELS IN COSYMA
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5.6.4 ' Dose Received bef:re Relotti:n
~

COSYMA does not consider relocation in combination with sheltering. Therefore the doses ;

received before relocation are calculated assuming normal activity, with people spending '

part of their time indoors and part outdoors. If the area considered has already been evac-

uated, then the dose reduction factors calculated in the NE sub system are used.

j
5.6.5 Dose Received after Return from Evacuation or Relocation

The method of determining when people can return from evacuation and/or relocation was

described in Section 5.5. The doses received after return are calculated assuming normal j'
activity. Decontamination can be assumed to be carried out in some areas. Ilere all doses

from deposited activity are calculated by dividing the dose which would be received in the

absence of decontamination by the decontamination factor appropriate for the time period

at which the decontamination was assumed to occur. In calculating the individual risk oflate

health effects, it is assumed that people return to the same point from which they evacuated

or relocated.

5.7 The Tritium Model

'lhe COSYMA package includes a separate program, UFOTRI, for calculating the conse-

quences of a release of tritium gas or tritiated water [38]. The program combines an
atmospheric dispersion model which describes the dispersion and deposition of the material

released and the dispersion of the material returning from the ground to the atmosphere with

a dynamic model for tritium transfer through food chains [39].

The present version of UFOTRI is based on the Gaussian trajectory model MUSEMET

which is in use within the program system COSYMA. MUSEMET was modified for.
describing the behaviour of tritium in the environment of both gaseous tritium and tritiated

water vapour. The importance of the re-emission process necessitates dual modelling of the

atmospheric dispersion. M USEM ET calculates the dispersion after a single release event and

the subsequent deposition on soil and plants. in a second step, the re-emission of tritium

from soil (evaporation) and plants (transpiration) is taken into account by an area source

model specially developed for that purpose and combined with the original model. UFOTRI

uses a simplified assumption which replaces the area source by a single source point in the

centre of the area, with a given initial widening of the plume. An area source is represented

as a number of smaller area sources, each of which combines several grid points from the

original atmospheric dispersion step.
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p , i ' fThe conversio' of tritium gas ints tritiated water (llT into IITO), the tr nsport 'of tritiumn

{ N " intideeperisoil layers | the uptike of tritium by the p' ant root system, and the conversionl

h m' jf HTO into crganicAlly bound tritium (OBT),'are processes which may modify the total =
^

balance of the available llT'or IITO. Therefore, they are taken into account in the atmos;
,

y' ?pheric dispersion module, and in'the foodchain pathways such as the production of milk,
milk ' products and beef. Conversion of tritium gas'into tritiated water during atmospheric

' | dispersion is not included in the program because the conversion rate is very slow in com-

p parison with the transportation times.

{
' UFOTRI considers two different plant species, namely nutriment ants and pasture grass.# '

d

' Because of the plant specific parameters describing the,cxchange processes between plant
'

.

and its environment, the model had to account for two difTerent areas, one covered with the

nutriment plants and one for the pasture grass. The temperature, the anorganic content of
'

: plant matter and the transfer resistances (acrodynamic, boundary layer and stomata resist-

ance) determine the uptake of tritium in the vegetation as well as the loss of tritium from the
,

vegetation.

The re-emission rate ofIITO is assessed on the basis of the soil and plant evapotranspira. ;

a
tion, and the plant transpiration determines the amount of water which must be transported- ;

from'the root system to the plant in order to balance the loss of water. The potential eva-
' '

I potranspiration is derived using Penman's empirical equation which combines the radiation |#
% balance with the wind effects. All exchange processes between cow and atmosphere, cow and j

plant, and cow and soil, which are important for the ingestion pathways via milk, beef and
,

h@
' dairy products, are also considered in the atmospheric part of UFOTRI.

l
' {

'

(' in the ingestion module of UFOTRI, the long term behaviour of tritium in the environment ]
fX and the. assessment of the long term doses of the population from the consumption.of triti- j

'

um contaminated foodstuffs up to about 50 km from a site are described. The exchange
processes between the individual compartments are treated by 'irst order differential-f

'

equations which describe linear dependencies of tritium concentrations or concentration

n 'difTerences.

o'
t

Y ' 5.8- Economic Costs of Accidents
^

m
L

n 'COSYMA includes a module for assessing the off site economic costs of an accident. The

imodel incorporated into COSYMA is based on one developed by NRPB and KfK [40],
,

6 [16]. The costs calculated are a measure of the benefit foregone as a result of the accident.
'' The model considers the costs of countermeasures (evacuationirelocation, sheltering, food

[ ,~ restrictions and decontamination) and the cost associated with health effects. It does not
consider less~ tangible costs such as the impact on the nuc! car power progranune or ecologi-

cal damage, nor does it consider the costs of damage to the plant itself. The following sum-

k
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U ' marises thh items included, and methods which may be used to derive the costs for each item.

,
The default values adopted within COSYMA for each of the costs considered are given in
Tcbles 11 and 12, for estimating economic consequences in the UK and FRG.

p

' All costs occurring after one year may be adjusted using a discount factor. This factor should<

Ibe con 6 stent with the annual rate ofinterest, and for those costs which are dominated'by

labouv ests, the annualincrease in wages should be included by means of an adjusted dis- a

con ; factor. The user must specify the discount factor he wishes to use; this may be zero f
f represent no discounting.

5.8.1 Movement of People (evacuation / relocation)

Transport costs:

The emphasis in the model is on the transport costs of evacuation. Repre:entative costs per

[. journey have been estimated for organised transport using buses and private transport by
cars. These two costs were combined into a single cost for use in COSYM A.

Loss of income costs:

It is assumed that, if people are removed from their homes through evacuation or relocation,

then they will also be unable to reach their workplace and the contribution they would have
made to the economy will be lost.

An individual's contribution to the economy is assumed to be the per caput Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) for the country or region containing the affected area. Loss ofincome costs

occur from the beginning of the evacuation or relocation period and continue up to the time

when recovery oflabour income is assumed to have occurred due to individuals finding re-

| employment outside the affected area, or to the time when people return to their original
homes. A mean value of two years is the default value.

Accommodation costs:

There are two alternative methods by which accommodation costs may be calculated, and

the user must specify which method he wishes to use. Accommodation costs may either be

included by retaining the housing component in the GDP-based costs which are used in the

calculation of loss of income costs, or by applying a daily cost per person evacuated or
relocated. For the latter, the default costs are based on the market value of housing. If the

L latter method is used, the GDP costs used for loss of income calculations must have the

housing component removed to avoid double counting. The costing of accommodation

ceases at a time when it is assumed that the people relocated will have obtained new per-,

'

manent accommodatim to replace the lost accommodation and the contributions to the
|
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7
economy from rents and mortgages will have recommenced. The default assumption in'r

COSYMA is that this is equivalent to the time when recovery oflabour income is assumed '
~

to occur.

' Cost of lost capital services:

After the recovery process has occurred, the only cost remaining is that representing the lost

services of the capital value ofland and assets, due to depreciation, and loss ofinterest on

a,
the originalinvestment. The value ofland and its assets is subdivided into the categories of !

capital stou (excluding housing and consumer durables), housing, consumer durables and
land. For each of these categories there are defaelt values for the original (net) value at the
time of the accident of land and assets. The proportion of the original value that is lost i

during the relocation period is then determined by applying annual depreciation and interest

rates. The depreciation rate varies for housing, consumer durables and other stock.

I 5.8.2 Food Restrictions

Cost of lost food and capital values:

The basic quantity for expressing the cost of the lost food is in terms ofits lost contribution
'

to the country's GDP. In the first year after the accident the gross output value is used, to
include the cost ofinvestment made by the farmer upon which there will be no return. In .

subsequent years, GDP values are applied, in terms of GDP per unit quantity (eg, head of ,

livestock, area of crop producing land, amount of crop lost, and litre of milk produced).
These values include an allowance for the efTect on food processing industries of bans on the

raw produce, where this is likely to be significant. ,

in the same way as has been assumed for long-term relocation, a cut oft time is applied to ,

represent the recovery of this part of the economy. The default value is three years. After the

assumed agricultural economic recovery time, the loss of capital value of the land is calcu-
lated in the same way as the lost capital value ofland during relocation, using data on the

capital value of agricultural land per unit area.

Cost of food disposal:

The costs of food disposal are considered in the model, but those of storage, processing or

feeding of contaminated food to animals are not. The default assumptions are that crops and

livestock are disposed of on the farm and therefore incur no additional cost, and that milk-

is transported away from the area before being disposed of. The only direct disposal costs j

are therefore those due to the milk transport. it is assumed that milk production will cease |

100 days after the accident, and that no further disposal will be necessary after this time.)

!Other values can be provided by the user of COSYM A.

!

5. BASIC FEATURES OF TIIE MODELS IN COSYMA
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5.8.3 Decontnmination

COSYMA allows the user to specify decontamination factors fbr eXn of the periods in
which decontamination and return from relocation are considered, as described in Section

5.5. A decontamination cost can also be specified for each of these periods. At present
COSYM A does not consider the type of area (e.g. rural or urban) when using these factors,

and the cost used must be an avt rage for the types ofland which are likely to be decon-

taminated. The default costs reflect the processes likely to be required to achieve the speci-

fled decontamination factors at the time after the accident for which they are applied. The

default data are appropriate to decontamination occurring in the first year after the accident,
and are in terms of the cost per area ofland decontaminced.

5.8.4 Radiation Induced llealth Effects

Five main categories of radiation health effects are considercJ in the economics model.

These are non-fatal early and continuing effects, fittal early efTects, non-fatal cancer, fatal
cancer and hereditary efTects.

The model includes the ability to calculate the costs of radiation-induced health effects by
two alternative methods: the human capital approach and a method utilising a subjective
valuation of detriment. The human capital method represents those costs which have a
directly measurable effect on the economy. The components of cost considered are the costs

of medical treatment and the loss of an individual's contribution to the economy. The sub-
jective valuation approach has been included to enable the non-pecuniary element of tia
cost of health clTects to be evaluated where required by assigning to each health effect a

monetary value representing an individual aversion to that type of efTect. These valuatiom

do not include the cost of treatment, and this should be included separately, as in the human
cap;'al approach.

!

s

|
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6, DATA LERARIES IN THE COSYMA PACKAGE

The COSYMA package includes a nutrioer of data libraries which contain either the results :
of models which are not included in the accident consequence programs or other information

required in running the programs. This 3 Mon identifies the libraries in the package, and i

summarises the sources of the information in them. As discussed in earlier sections, there

are a number of areas in which the data included in COSYMA could be improved in future

versions of the system. The data described below are those included in the current version,

designated 90,!!.

6.1 Radionuclide Data

All of the sub-systems of COSYMA require values for the half-lives of the nuclides consid-

ered. A suitable library is included in the package. The COSGAP dispersion model also

requires information on the y decay schemes of the nuclides considered. A suitable library,
which is derived from the infonnation in ICRP-38 [41], is included in the COSYMA pack-

age.

6.2 Meteoralvgical Data

The COSYMA programs require information on the atmospheric conditions affecting the

dispersing material. The package includes five diflirent atmospheric dispersion models,

which require very different amounts and types of -lata. The ISOLA, MUSEMET and
COSGAP models require only site-specific data, and it is up to the user of COSYMA to

provide the data for the sites considered. The RIMPUFF model requires data on the con-
ditions at a series oflocations in the area considered or can use data from a single station.

It is up to the user of COSY?vi A to provide suitable data for this model. The data required
*

for these dispersion models are described in detail in the COSYM A user guide [18].

The MESOS model requires information on the pressure field cow ? the whole of Europe

and suitable data for the years 1982 and 1983 are included in the COSYMA package. The

form of the data is described in the user guide.
1

6.3 Dosimetric Data

- The calculation of doses from each of the routes of exposure considered in COSYMA uses

information from libraries, and a series of libraries containing this information is included

6. D STA LillR ARIES IN TIIE COSYMA PACKAGE
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in' theTCDSYMA package. Alternative data libraries may be provided in future based on
- other' models. '

,

The calculation of cloud y dose in the CONCEN module of the COSYMA sub- systems uses
'a library giving the cloud y dose per unit air concentration for a series of nuclides and a set -

of correction factors for the efTects of plume size. The values included are based on work by

GSF [42]. The COSGAP dispersion model uses a difP. rent method of evaluating the cloud

y dose [20], and suitable libraries for use with this program are provided in the COSYMA
package.

The calculation of extcrnal y dose from deposited material uses a data library giving the dose

per unit deposit at a series of times for each of a large number of nuclides. The values in the i

library, which were derived from the GSF model [43], [44] include the contribution from

daughter products formed after the original materialis deposited. The model used allows for

shielding by ground roughness and the air in calculating photon fluxes above the ground by

a Monte Carlo technique. Organ doses are calculated allowing for the non-uniform pattern !

of irradiation of the body. This model does not in general allow for movement of the
deposited material into the soil column. A'ternative models, which could be used for

obtaining the values in the library, are available. They treat the various steps in the calcu-

lation differently. For example, the model developed at NRPil [19] allows for movement
,

into the soil column but uses a simpler method of calculating the y flux above the ground.

Doses from deposition on skin are calculated using a library which contains values of the

dose rate per unit deposit, derived using the models described in [45]. -

The COSYMA package contains libraries of values for the dose per unit intake by inhalation

and ingestion which are obtained from metabolic models derived by GSF [46]. The model

includes a description of the ways in which radioactive material moves through the body i

after intake and the doses received by organs from materialin that orge n as well as material

in other body organs. Other models are available for calculating the iequ; red values in these

libraries [47].

6.4 Activity Risk Coefficients

The method of calculating the numbers of late health effects adopted in COSYMA,
described in Section 5.4, uses " activity-risk coemcients". These cocmcients require informa-

tion on the time variation of concentrations of activity in food, dose per unit intakes by
inhalation and ingestion, the time variation of external y dose per unit deposit and of the

air concentration from resuspension. They also require information on the risk cocmcients. '

for the different effects considered. The COSYMA package includes activity risk coemcients
;

!

|
i
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: which 'were derived from the data sets identified cariier in this section, and the risk coeflii
~

| cients described in Section 5.4.

6.5 Food Chain information

COSYMA could be used with results of any food chain model which is capable of calculat-

ing the concentration of each of a range of nuclides in the foods ofinterest at a series of

times after the deposit. Results of two food chain models are included in COSYMA, and

libraries giving the concentration in food per unit deposit calculated with each model are

provided. The activity risk coeflicients included in the package were calculated using results
,

obtained with a version of the GSF model ECOSYS [48]. Results obtained with the NRPB

model FARM LAND [49], [50], [51] are also provided. While these are not yet incorporated

in the activity risk coeflicients, they can be used for calculations in which the collective food

intake is considered, and in calculations where food bans are implemented on the basis of

the soncentration in foodstuffs. A recent study by NRPB and GSF resulted in an agreed set

of food chain models and parameter values [52]. A data base obtained using these models

' and values is being prepared and will be made available in due course. Activity risk coefTi-

cients will also be provided based on these new food chain concentration values.

6.6 Gridded Data
1

l

iThe COSYMA package includes data libraries giving the population and agricultural pro-

duction on a grid covering the whole of Europe. Population and agricultural production

distritations are required for input to COSYMA in a different format, giving the quantitics f
in distance bands and angular sectors around the site. A program, GRIDS, to transform the .|
data from the form used in the library to that required for a COSYMA run for any site in

Europe is provided in the package. This program can be used for population and agricultural

production distributions.

The program assigns the whole population from each " square" on the grid to the distance

band and sector corresponding to a single point (the " bottom left- hand corner"). The dis.

tance and direction of this point from the site are calculated for the great circle joining the

point to the site, and assuming that the carth is a perfect sphere. The GRIDS program

allows for the use of a population grid with a finer resolution (500 m squares) close to the
- site. This grid must be provided by the user.

6. DATA I.IBRARIES IN TIIE COSYMA PACKAGE
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6L61 Pcpul:ti:n Distributi;n
- _ _ _ _-_ -

The package includes a library giving the population ofliurope on a latitude-longitude grid

with a resolution of approximately 5 kilometres. The information contained in the library is
a composite from a number of sources. The infbrmation for countries which were in the EC

{
in 1979 comes mainly from data obtained at that time [53]. This has been extended using '

data from atlases for other parts of!!urope [54] and more recent information for Spain.
1

'I
6.6.2 Agricultural Production Distributions !

COSYMA includes two models for calculating collective doses from consumption of con-

taminated food. One is based on the assumptions that all food is derived at the point of
consumption, and that the required amount of food is produced at each grid point. If this
model is used, then no information on the agricultural production distribution is required.
The second model is based on the assumption that all food produced is consumed some-

where, and a library giving the amount of each product considered which i produced at each

location of a grid of approximately 10' km is provided in this package. The source of the2

data for each country is described in [54].

6.6.3 Land-Sea Matrix

COSYMA calculates the areas from which people are evacuated or relocated. The area cal-
,

culated is the total area orland over which the evacuation or relocation criteria are exceeded. !
It includes areas where there are no people living, but does not include areas of the sea. A

-]
matrix giving the position of the coast is used in this calculation, and provided in the
COSYMA package.

I

1

l

|

|

.
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7. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The end-points which are considered by COSYMA were of tlined in Section 2. Section 7.1
describes these end-points in more detail. Section 7.2 describes Ae way in which probability

distributions are calculated, while Section 7.3 describes the ways in vchich the results can be

presented.

[
7.1 Endpoints Considered

Accident consequence assessment programs calculate information on the numbers of health

effects in the exposed population, the numbers of people or the area afTected by different

countermeasures, the amounts of agricultural production for which restrictions may be
needed and the ofr-site economic costs of an accident. Other quantities, such as the con-

centrations of radionuclides in air, on the g.ound or in foods, or doses from different routes

of exposure or at difTerent times, which must be calculated in order to derive these collective

efTects may also be required as the end-point for some applications of the system. This sec-

tion describes the many quantities which can be calculated with COSYMA to represent

these broad categories of efTects. The user of COSYMA can select which of the available

endpoints are considered in a particular run.

The health efTects considered in COSYM A were indicated in Section 2 and Table 1. Proba-

bility distributions of the numbers of effects can be presented, with separate results for early

and late effects. The results for early effects can be given in terms of the numbers of fittal

efTects (totals and in different organs) and of each of the non-fatal effects considered.
Information on the incidence and the numbers of deaths from cancers, both in total and

from different types of cancer, can be obtained, with a breakdown of the numbers of fatal

cancers in different time periods being given. The total number of years oflife lost as a result

of all health efTects and for each health effect separately can also be calculated, as can the

total number of hereditary effects in all future generations.

The countermeasures which can be considered in COSYMA were described in detail in Sec-
tion 5.5. Information on the extent of the countermeasures adopted is given in terms of the

numbers of people and the areas affected by relocation and by evacuation, together with the

numbers of people remaining away from their home and the area from which these people
have been moved at a series of times. The number of people who shelter is also available.

The countermeasures considered in COSYM A include decontamination, and the total area

which is decontaminated and the areas decontaminated at different times are given. The

information on the countermeasures afTecting food is represented in terms of the areas and

amounts of food affected by restrictions, with results given separately for the nine foods

7. PRl:SENTATION Ol' RESUll!S
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cgtudsed. Informadon on the time voristion of the amount of food affected is also ovail-
able.

Information on th'e off-site costs of the accident are also calculated within COSYMA.
Information on various components of the cost in addition to the totalis available. Thus the

contributions from evacuation and relocation, decontamination, food bans and health effects

can be obtained separately, both in total and in a series of time periods. The costs can be

further sub-divided so that the costs arising from evacuation and relocation can be expressed

in terms of the costs of transport, of the inability to work, and of the lost capital value of

the land and of assets. The costs of food bans can be subdivided into the contributions from
crops, milk and livestock with the costs of food disposal, lost capital costs and GDP related

costs separately identified. The costs associated with health effects can be divided into the

contributions from the difrerent categories of effects.

7.2 Probabilistic Information

The consequences of an accidental release will depend on the values of a number of param-

eters, including those describing the atmospheric conditions during the release and the sub-

sequent dispersion of the material over the area ofinterest and the travel times out of the

contarninated area for difkrent groups of people. Unique values can be assigned to many

of the parameters, but it is not possible to do this for the atmospheric conditions at the time

of the postulated accidental release. The wind direction determines the groups of people who

are exposed and the areas ofland contaminated, while other conditions determine the rate

at which the material disperses and hence the levels of dose and the magnitude of effects.

The method used in accident consequence assessments is to consider the consequences

should the accident happen in any set of conditions, and describe the spread of different

consequences for all conditions which might be experienced. Therefore the results of an

accident consequence assessment are normally expressed in probabilistic terms, and partic.

ular features of the distribution of consequences are used to describe the overall distribution.

The following section briefly describes the probabilistic treatment of the results in COSY-

MA. A more detailed example of the construction of probability d: 'ributions is given m an
appendix of[1].

Consider a release which gives rise to a value C(i) for a particular consequence in a set of

conditions which occur with a probability f(i). The probability of the sets of conditions

considered must be defined in such a way that the sum over all sets of conditions 2s equal

to unity. The overall probability distribution for this consequence is then constructed by
evaluating the consequences for all possible set of conditions.
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One way used in COSYMA to present tWproMiHistic infl6rmasioKTsWeig1GOstiRTy ---- - -
cumulative frequency distribution (CCFD) which is the probability of equalling or exceeding

L a particular number of consequences as a function of that number, i.e.

P( 2 C) = [ f(i)
summed over those conditions for which the consequences equal or exceed C. An exampic

of this form of presentation of the consequences is given in Figure 6. An alternative form

of presentation is to represent the probability that the consequences lie within a particular
range. This probability, Q(Cl-C2), is determined by the difference between the appropriate
values of the CCFD, as

P 2 Cl ) - P ( 2 C2) = [ f(i)G(Cl - C2) = t

summed over those conditions for which the consequences are within the range Cl to C2.

An example of this form of presentation of the consequentes is also given in Figure 6. This

form of presentation is also known as the class frequency distribution.

A number of characteristic quantities can be determined to represent these distributions, and ,

some a~e calculated by COSYM A. The mean or expectation value of the distribution E is

the average level of consequences should the accident happen. It is given by

E = [ f(i) C(i)

summed over all sets of conditions.

Other characteristic values are the percentile., the value of the consequence exceeded with

a given probability. These are defined so that the n'th percentile is the level of consequence 3

which is exceeded with a probability of(100-n)%. Some of the consequences considered in !

accident consequence assessments only occur if the dose to some of the exposed population |
is above a threshold value. For some releases this threshold will be exceeded in some but not
all atmospheric conditions. In these cases there will then be some non-zero probability of

there being no effects. The probability of zero consequences is an important parameter

which can be obtained from COSYM A.

iThe above descriptions represent the consequences conditional upon the accident having

occurred. In some applications it is desirable to also consider the frequency of a range of

accidental releases postulated for an installation. If a particular size r of accident is postu.
lated to occur with a frequency F(r), then the probability per unit time of consequences

equalling or exceeding a value C is given by

7. PRESENTATION OF RESUI!rS
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P(iC)N f(i) Mr)'

.- ' summed 'over those values of r and i such tha't the consequences equal or exceed C, Other

' features of this distribution can be obtained in the same way as for the distributions for a-4 ,

single release.

7.3 The Form of Results

COSYMA can be used to produce estimates of consequences from a wide range of condi -
tions, or from a small number of sets of conditions. The. main sub-systems and the stand-

alone evaluation programs allow this information to be presented in a wide variety of ways,
so that the method which is most appropriate for a particular application can be chosen. In

addition a large amount of detailed information is written to files for passing between the

different modules of the system. Further programs could be written by users who require,

[ access to this detailed information.

The various end-points from probabilistic runs of COSYMA are most easily presented in
terms of the complementary cumulative frequency distribution (CCFD) described in Section

7.2. The COSYMA programs write files giving information enabling these distributions to

be plotted, using a graph plotting package provided by the user. The results can be presented

either in terms of cumulative probability distributions or in terms of the class frequency
distributions. In addition characteristic quantities of the distribution, such as the expectation
value, the value at a series of percentiles and the probability of zero effects, are tabulated '

by the program. Results can also be presented in the form of pie charts, and tables of con-
tributions to some selected consequence.

In obtaining the results for the end-points identified above, values for a large number of
intermediate results must be calculated. COSYMA allows the user to print out information
on many of these intermediate quantities, either in terms.of their values in selected atmos.

pheric sequences or in terms of their probability distributions over all atmospheric sequences .

- considered. The three sub-systems NE, NL and FL can themselves give considerable infor-

mation on these intermediate results. In addition a group of evaluation programs, which run .

independently of the three sub-systems, are available to give alternative presentations of the
results.

r

information on the variation with distance from the site of air concentration and amount
of material deposited can be presented in terms of the probability distribution at selected

distances or the variation' with distance of the characteristic quantities of the' distribution.

The value of the quantity concerned is calculated in each atmospheric sequence at'cach grid .

point at a particular distance. These values form the set for which the probability distrib-- 'q
!

.i
3

I
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~. ution is presenteN Many of the values are zero as the plume rarely covers all grid points
around the site. The expectation' value is averaged over all atmospheric sequences and anglef

' from the site before being presented. An example of this form of presentation is given in

Figure 7. The results can also be given in terms of the areas where the deposition lies within

difTerent ranges. COSYMA allows the user to obtain a considerable amount ofinformatiori''

on the contributions to doces made by different nuclides and different pathways. Probability

distributions of each dose considered at each distance can be obtained. These can be pre-
'sented in terms of the characteristic quantities at 'each distance, or the variation of the

characteristic quantities with distance. Information on the collective dose can also be
obtained. The information on doses can be presented for potential doses (those which would

be received in the absence of countermeasures) or for actual doses taking account of the

effects of countermeasures. Information on the distribution of collective dose in individual
dose bands is also available. The fraction of the total dose received from the different routes
can be obtained for each distance considered, as illustrated in Figure 8. The contribution of

each nuclide to the dose from each of the routes considered at selected distances can also

be presented. A further breakdown in terms of the contribution of each route of exposure

to each of the late health effects is also available.

The consideration of countermeasures to reduce doses is an important part of any accident a

consequence analysis, and COSYMA can be used to provide a considerable amount of
information on the effects of countermeasures. The end-points reflecting the impact on the

population as a whole were described in Section 7.1. In addition to these, results for the
probability ofimposing different countermeasures as a function of distance are availabic,

information on health effects is available in terms of both the numbers of effects in the
whole population and of the risk to an individual at a particular distance from the site. The
results for the whole population are presented in terms of probability distributions and their

'

characteristic quantities, as described in the previous section. Time-dependent results can

also be obtained as illustrated in Figure 9. The individual risk can be presented in terms of

the probability distribution at each distance, or the variation ofits characteristic quantP
' with distance.

,

COSYM A also allows the user to investigate the correlations between difTerent end-points -

'

and between in'dividual and collective doses. An example of the collective dose in individual

| dose bands is given in Figure 10. 1

i I

| l

i
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8.- QUALITY ASSURANCE<

~

: As stated earlier, the programs in the COSYM A package were written without using any.

formal quality assurance procedures. Ilowever, a number of tests have teen carried out on

the programs, both while they were being written and subsequently. Large parts of the pro-

, grams in COSYM A are derived from the MARC and UFOMOD programs which have been

tested [55] and have been used extensively. Those tests and their results are equally appli-

cable to parts of COSYMA.

A number of these tests consisted ofidentifying calculations which are sufIiciently simple

that they can be done by hand, but sufIiciently complex that they test the computer pro-
gram. A comparison of the results of hand and computer calculations then acts as a test for

the programs.

Further tests have been carried out by comparing the results of programs in the COSYMA

package with those obtained by other computer programs or given in reports. This is par-
ticularly appropriate for atmospheric dispersion programs, as a number of reports giving

model calculations are available.

The COSYMA package contains some programs which can be made to generate the same

results, such as doses at specified times. As the programs were written independently ofeach

other, demonstrating consistent results gives confidence in the correctness of the programs.
The countermeasures calculations of the NL and FL modules are very similar so that results

of the two sub-systems can be compared and used to check those parts of the programs. The

countermeasures calculations have been checked by selecting criteria which do not involve

any actions and showing that the results of POTDOS and LATDOS are the same.

Many parts of the COSYMA programs consist of simple operations on precalculated
quantities taken from data libraries. The correaness of results of the COSYMA package
depends on the correctness of these data libraries. The values contained in the libraries were

generated either in the FRG, though not necessarily at KfK, or by NRPB. In virtually all
cases data sets of equivalent values have been compiled totally independently at both NRPB
and KfK. The two sets have been checked for consistency where possible, and in the

majority of cases agree sufficiently to give confidence in the ccrrectness of the data sets
included in the COSYMA package. The contents of some of the libraries have also been

checked against equivalent results from o.her sources. Benchmark studies have been under-

taken for food chain models (see, for example, [52]). These studies help to demonstrate the

correctness of the data libraries. ,

:

b

8. QUALITY ASSURANCE
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9. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES USING COSYMA

An important part of accident consequence assessments is to estimate the likely uncertainty

in any of the results obtained. The COSYM A package does not include any programs spe-

cifically for carrying out uncertainty analyses. Ilowever the programs forming the main
sub-systems are written in such a way that all the variables can be set from the input which

must be supplied by the user. The COSGAP dispersion program also allows many of the
f model parameters to be set from the input data.

Techniques are available for describing the range in which the most appropriate value for
each parameter used in calculations might lie. Techniques are also available for selecting

values for each parameter from their range to form the input for a number of runs of pro-

grams such as those in COSYMA. Further techniques are available for analysing the
relationships between the output values generated and the sets ofinput values.

Uncertainty analyses of parts of UFOMOD have been carried out, and the techniques are

equally applicable to analyses of the same parts of COSYMA. Programs [56] have been
written which form an interface between the parts of UFOMOD considered and the uncer-

,

tainty analysis programs written at Sandia National Laboratories [57], [58]. The programs

[56] will read the output file produced by the Sandia sampling program and write input files
for COSYMA in the correct format. They also read the output files of COSYMA and write

files in a form which can be read by the Sandia analysis program.

While these programs are not part of the COSYM A package, they could be made available

if required. They could be modified moderately casily for use with other programs for
selecting parameter values and analysing the relationships between input and output values.

/

9.1 NCERTAINTY ANAISSES L: SING COSYM.A
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- - ;The structure of COSYMA,-with its. different sub-systems and its stand-alone programs, is 7

J, Ldescribed in Section 3. This section guides the user to the choice of the sub system' or pro-

S' gram which is most appropriate for his.particular application. The sub systems and thei~r .

c H contents are indicated in Figure 2 and Tables 2 and 3.

10.1.1 Choice of "Early" or " Late" Sub-System"

,
..

.The first question which must be resolved is whether it is necessary to use both "carly". and

C: ." late" sub systems, or whether only one of these is required. The early an'd late sub-systems-
' include di!Terent health effects and emergency actions, and the choice here must be made

on the basis of which set of actions or efTects are to be considered.

If the amount of material released is such as to cause early health efTects in the exposed
.

population, then the "early" sub-system must be used for any study involving health efTects.

This sub-system must also be used if evacuation, with or without relocation, is being con .
sidered, whatever the size of the release. The difference between evacuation and relocation,

~ described in Section 5.5, can for this purpose be described in terms of the different criteria-
used to initiate the actions. The user must ensure that the combination of sub-systems which

]includes all the desired options is used. ,

!
,

j]
,*. liowever, if the amount of material released is not sufficiently large as to cause early health

effects or if evacuation is not being considered, there is no need to use the "carly" sub-sys-
.

,

tem. If evacuation (as understood in COSYMA) is being considered but there will not be 1
1

p any early health efTects, only those parts of the "early" sub-system concerned with counteri
measures need to be run. For these cases the PROTEC and EARLY modules are required. I

'
'

'

Parts of the EARLY module may also be required for some calculations of doses iny'olving" s

' countermeasures. There is no'need to' use the "early" sub-system for any studies which are - .<

O
,

limited to the agricultural consequences only Conversely,if the study is concerned only with

early health effects and short term emergency actions,'there is no need to consider the " late" ~ ,

r

f . sub systems, and only the "carly" sub-system is required. .z,

e :10.1.2 Choice of "Near" or "Far" Sub-System

The second question to be resolved is the split between the "near" and the "far" version of .
'

,

the " late" sub-system, if this is being used. The maximum distance for which the "near"

-
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g un.NVED DEDNWegynts Go a large exsen2 on @c source term ard) tDte appica-
'

bility of the dispersion model being used. Calculations can be carried out using both the NL

and FL sub-systems and the results added to give the overall consequences of the release.

There is no sub-system for early efTects at large distances, and hence the NE version must

be used at all distances with a non-zero probability of those effects or countermeasures

considered only in that system. The greatest distance at which these efTects need to be con-

sidered dermes the minimum distance at which the "far~ sub-system can be used. However

this is not the only criterion to be considered when separating the near and far distance
[,

ranges.

i A further reason for providing different sub-systems for use at near and far distances was to
;,
!. enable different dispersion models to be used at different distances. In this way, dispersion
t

models need only be used in the region for which they are appropriate. Therefore the main
f~ consideration in determining the dividing line between the regions is the applicability of the

different dispersion models at different distances.

l

| The models which are available in the COSYM A package have been summarised in Section

11. The simple Gaussian models used with the "near" sub-systems are based on the
assumption that atmospherie conditions at the plume are the same as those at the site for

which the meteorological data are applicable. These models therefore become less reliable

with increasing distance from the site, and are most appropriate for use at distances up to .

| some tens of kilometres. Ilowever, the RIMpUFF dispersion model may use meteorological
information from a number oflocations in the region. This model could be used with the

"near" sub-system at any distance for which the appropriate meteorological data can be

obtained. Ilowever the model requires a considerable amount of computer time, and it may
be better to use the MESOS model and the "far~ sub-system beyond a few tens of kilometres

t

| from the site.

There are some situations in which it may be better to use only one of the NL and FL sub-
| systems, even if they are not ideal for part of the distance range considered. This could be

because by far the greater part of the consequences arise in a limited part of the distance

range considered. When calculating the consequences occurring within the country contain-

ing the site, it may be adequate to use only the NL sub-system. Conversely, if calculating

consequences over a very wide region it may be sufficient to make approximations near to
the site, and use only the FL sub-system.u

Where results from the NL and the FL sub-systems must be added together, then the same

set of sequences and probabilities of atraospheric conditions must be used for both sub-sys-

tems. The results can then be added together on a sequence by sequence basis. A separate
program to do this is available.

|

I
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' 10,2 -Default Valuesfor Parameters and Data Libraries

The user of the COSYMA package must provide values for all the parameters used in the

analysis programs. These parameter values may be input to the program's from data libraries

or from the user-specified input files. In many cases the programs provide default values for j

the parameters, and standard versions of the data libraries are contained in the package. The

user-guide shows which parameters in the user-specified input streams have a default value, )
and gives the value.' Earlier sections of this report have described the models used to derive

the values in those libraries (such as dose per unit intake) containing the results of pre-cal-

culations made with models which are not included in the COSYM A package, and also the

contents of those libraries (such as the population data) containing gridded information.

This section gives some indication of the conditions for which the default values are appli-

cable. Ilowever it cannot cover each of the parameter values required in a COSYM A run,

and the user must ensure that the values assigned to the many parameters involved are

appropriate to the particular application of the system being undertaken, or must use other

models.

Perhaps one of the main areas where the parameter values must be chosen with care is in

specifying the criteria for the countermeasures to be considered, both in terms of the dose
lesels at which the actions are assumed to be undertaken and the assumed timing of those '

actions. The COSYMA system allows a wide range of emergency actions to be considered,

and leaves the user a considerable flexibility in setting the criteria.

The COSYMA package contains a library of deposited y doses which was calculated allow-

ing for shielding by " surface roughness". The values from this library are applied, with fur-

ther shiciding factors for people in different (urban and rural) locations, and also for people

inside buildings. Studies with the NRPil model EXPURT have examined the relationship
between doses in different areas [59]. Similar studies have examined the relationship between

doses inside and outside buildings, including the contribution to dose from material depos-

ited in the building. This type of work should be considered in selecting values for shielding

factors. Consideration should also be given to the type of building for which the shielding

factors are being applied. Brown [60] has reviewed information on shielding factors for dif-

ferent types of building.

( Some of the quantities in the data libraries have concealed in them parameter values which
ithe user may wish to alter. For example, the " activity risk coemcients" are derived from a

process which considers the time-variation of concentration of material in food and of the

deposited y dose after deposition, and the risk coemeients for late health effects. Concen-

trations in food reflect agricultural practices which can vary between countries, particularly

for the duration of the growing season or the time when animals are fed on stored food..

Deposited y dose rates are calculated assuming some shielding by the rough nature of the

10. CIIOICE OF SUB-SYSTEMS AND PAR AMETER VALUES
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@ : surface, and this must be considered when selecting shielding factors'for various' Euilding :
"

types. The risk coellicients for late health effects are mostly based on the relative risk model,'

and therefore their _ values imply assumed values for the underlying natural cancer rate and'
M the age structure of the population considered.

' Gridded Aata for population and agricultural production for the whole of Europe are pro-

vided in the package, along with programs to generate distributions in sectors and distance

bands around a site. The agricultural data, in particular, were produced on a coarse grid and

information with a finer resolution may be available in the immediate vicinity of the site.

The user should combine the data supplied with any better information a~vailable.

10.3 Simphfied Running of the System

As stated in Section 1, one of the aims in developing the COSYMA system is to provide a

flexible tool for analysing the consequences of accidental releases, and for studying the

importance of difTerent assumptions or models. Another aim was to enable people who are

not specialists to carry out accident consequence assessments. These two aims are somewhat

contradictory, as the first implies a complex program system and the second a much simpler

system. The rest,lting program system tends towards the first of these objectives, in that it

is a complex and flexible system. Ilowever by suitable choice of some of the parameter val-

ucs, simple runs of the program can be carried out. A number of studies using COSYMA

or the MARC and UFOMOD programs from which the COSYMA package was derived

have been carried out. Some of these enable a limited amount of advice on this topic to be
~

given, and some general points are given here as indicators of possible. simplifications.

Ilowever, it is diflicult to give general guidance and,in many respects, users must experiment

with the system and determine for themselves what simplifications can be used for their

particular applications.

Choice of dispersion modeh

The choice of the model to be used for atmospheric dispersion is perhaps the one for which

the greatest a. mount of advice can be given. Several studies have been carried out in which

the consequences calculated with.different models or different approximations have been

L compared. They have concentrated on comparisons of the overall number of consequences

in the population, and their conclusions may not be relevant if other aspects of the analysis -

i are important. The studies also show that results of probabilistic analyses, especially of the

numbers of health effects, are much less sensitive to the choice of models than are those of

analyses in celected single sequences of atmospheric conditions. Other end points such as the

areas above certain dose levels seem to be more sensitive to the choice of dispersion model.

. 60 -
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STlie need to consider models in which the variation oTwind direction during the travel of the'.

plume has been considered in several' studies [61], [62], [63], [64]. These studies suggest

that trajectory models may be required for source terms in which materialis released over a

period of several hours. Ilowever, at distances near to the site, results for releases of about

I hour duration obtained with and without allowing for trajectories are very similar.

Jones [63] has compared results of analyses using the MARC dispersion model (incorpo-

rated in COSYMA as COSGAP) and a modified version of the RIMPUFF model. Panitz
[64] has compared results using the MUSEMET and RIMPUFF models. Both studies
showed that there is little difference between the results of probabilistic analyses obtained

with the different models. RIMPUFF requires considerably more computer time than the

other models. It seems reasonable to suggest that it should not be used for risk analyses

wher'e the overall number of elTects in a population from a short release is the prime area

of concern.
..

The ISOLA model requires very much less computer time than the other dispersion models,

and so should be used for any application for which it is appropriate. Comparisons of con-

tours of air concentration for a release of 144 hours duration calculated using MUSEMET

and ISOLA show that the two models predict very similar dispersion patterns [12].

-For simplicity only one of the NL and FL sub-systems should be used if the consequences

arise largely in either the near or the far region. If the NE version of the program is used,

the same dispersion calculations can be used for NL as for NE.

Description of the source term:

1

The COSYM.A system allows any time variation of the source term to be modelled in detail, ]
'

with releases in " phases ~ which are multiples of I hour for the NE and NL sub-systems or

3 hours for the FL sub-systems being considered separately. The amount of computer time

required is almost proportional to the number of phases used in the analysis for the NE j
sub-system. Accident sequences in which a large part of the activity is released in a single

hour with much smaller amounts in subsequent hours can urually be modelled adequately

with all the release compressed into a single phase. A detailed description of the time vari-

ation of the source term is more important for those releases giving rise to early efTects and

the associated emergency actions. ;

Countermeasures:

The model adopted in the NE sub-system for describing the efTects of evacuation is very

complex. It allows a detailed description of the time taken by the population to leave the

affected area. Sensitivity studies have shown that this may only have a small impact on the

overall results, and that a description with fewer groups of driving times is probably ade-
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m. < *= ; - cqtiate for many' purposes.'llowever, the model is included 'to allow detoiled studies to be' "* lj

undertaken.

The methods required within the NE sub-system need a considerable amount of computer -
'

,

time, because of the complexity an'd flexibility of the models adopted. Therefore the. NE
n sub-system should be used for the minimum number.of distances for which emergency

actions are likely to be required.-

t Groups of people:

The NE sub-system considers groups of people with different behaviour during the sheltering

,.
and evacuation periods. The number of health effects in the population repn sents the sum

over those in the different groups. Unless the shielding factors for the groups are very dif-

ferent, the risks to the various groups may be similar, and calculations assuming a smaller
number of groups may be adequate.

..
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A large number of people at KfK and NRPil have been involved in the work leading up to
,

the COSYMA program system. Those directly involved in the production of the package are[
. listed at the front of the report. A number of other people have contributed to the develop-

"

! ment of the COSYMA system and to the models which are included in the package, and

other organisations have contributed eitScr programs or data libraries to the package. In

particular:
o

Riso National Laboratory pr evided the original version of the RIMPUFF program;'*

KFA Julich provided the criginal version of the MUSEMET program;*

Imperial College, London University, provided the original version of the MESOS*

program which was partly developed under contract to CEC;

GSF provided the data libraries of dose per unit intake and of dose per unit deposit, and*

the risk coefficients used for late health efTects. Some of this work was funded by CEC;

CEA provided data which forms the basis of the population and agricultural production*

grids for the EC. This work was partly funded by the CEC.

!
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.@ 13. Appendix li 14w tichtcin the COSYMA packcge' ['j '
>;

,

f
iI, ' Potential users interested in obtaining the' COSYMA package should contact:
,

t

Dr. G N Kelly-
,.

' Commission'of the European Communitieso

DG Xil,D.3, Arts 2/51
u Rue de la Loi 200

B 1040 Brussels

The programs are written in FORTRAN-77. The only _non-standard statements'are the
INCLUDE and NAMELIST statements. The programs were developed mainly on
IBM-3090. Typical specifications fer a complete standard COSYMA run, for 144 weather

sequences and 3 release phases, are:
n

NE NL FL
i

Typical CPU time [ min] 100 60 40

Memory [MB] 4 4 4
1

Storage requirements :I

L data libraries 1 8 8 b

intermediate and final results 200 200 200

Approximate number of statements 11000 12 000 10 000

Typical specifications of a complete standard COSYMA run ;j
i

. .l
.|

|:
i r. 1

:

W L.

u 13. Appendix 1:Ilow to obtain the COSYMA package
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14. List cf Ttbles

Early effects:

Death from irradiation of bone marrow
lung
GI tract (external irradiation only)
skin
fetus

Morbidity from irradiation of lung
lens of the eye
thyroid
fetus (mental retardation only)

Late effects:

Fatal and non-fatal cancers leukaemia, breast, lung, thyroid, bone,
GI-tract (colon, liver, pancreas,
stomach), skin and " remainder"

Hereditary effects

Table 1. I he health effects considered in COSYMA

14, List of Tables
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,

L COSGAP Atmospheric dispersion model based on the Gaussian plume model
for linear trajectories.

RIMPUFF Atmospheric dispersion model based on the Gaussian puff model-
for non-linear trajectories.

MESOS Atmospheric dispersion model appropriate for long distances
for non-linear trajectories.

METSAM Models for selecting atmospheric sequences for analysis.

COSING Model for detallec' analysis of food chain doses.

GRIDS Model for transforming gridded data.Into distributions in
radial bands and angular segments around the site.

UFOTRI Model for calculating the consequences of a tritium release.

ARCOS Model for calculaitng activity risk coefficients

SOURCE Preparation of source term and split into phases

SUMS 1 Program for summing the results of the NL and FL sub-systems
for a singic source term

SUMS 2 Program for calculating the risks per year summed over a set
of source terms.

Note:

Some of these consist of several programs.

Table 2. Subsidiary progrann included in the COSDI A package

l

i

e
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,

DCOSYMA Sub-system.

Effect
NE NL FL

,

Emergency Actions
.; *- *.Sheltering only"

*. Sheltering followed by evacuation
* *Relocation
* *Decontamination * *. Food restrictions

Stable iodine tablets .
** *

Routes of Exposure

* * *External from the cloud
* * *Inhalation from the cloud

External E from deposit on skin and
* * *

clothes
* * *External 1 from deposit on the ground
* * *-Inhalation of resuspended material

* *Ingestion of contaminated food

IIcalth Effect

*Early death
*Early morbidity

* *Fatal cancers
* *Non-fatal cancers
* *

liereditary effects.

Talde 3. Contents of the different sulesystems of COSD1 A

;

i

I
!

i

I

\

I
!

l

'I
..

!-
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7

dose'in organ / tissue -slope. median dose 050(I'
effect parameter upper end of exposure interval (days).

threshold for exposures

daring time interval
~

extsrnal - Internal S 'Ti (Sv)
-irrediation . Irradiation i 7 14 21 30 - 200 365 1 2 3 4

0
mortality M

u
E '

lung lung pulmonary syndrome 7.0 9.3 - 94.0 .- - 220.0 540.0 5.0 '47.0 110.0 270.0 E
i

' E.
red bone ~ . red bone haematopaletic 6.0 4.7 - 8.5 - 17.1 - - 2.3 4.2 8.5 - "U

.serrow -marrow syndrome 3
E

re6asinder - gastrointestinal 10.0 15.0 35.0- - - - - - 10.0 , 23.0 - - $ ,syndrome O
o.
7

skin- - skin burns (5%) 4.7 35.0 50.0 - - - - - 23.0 45.0 - - 3
cs

ovaries uterus pre- and neonatal 3.0 1.0 - - - - - - 0.1 - - - [IIIdeath #
>
-Z 3

morbidity e

M C
v B..
clung lung lung Nnction 7.0 4.6 - 47.0 - - 110.0 270 0 2.3 23.0 55.0 135.0 ~

*

impairment

,D
' thyroid thyroid hypothyroidism 1.3 60.0 - - - e=ternal exposure 2.0 - - -

I
- - - 300.0 iodine inhalation 10.0 - - - 5

:e
. skin'' - skin burns 4.7 35.0 50.0 8- - - - - 23.0 45.0 - -

D:
uskin' - cataracts 1.5 3.1 - 6.2 - - - 9.3 1.0 3.0 4.5 - .y

~Eovaries - uterus mental retardationII 1.0 4.1 - - - - - - - 0.1 - - -

Notes'
h

h[Inaccidentsinvolvihy releases of u-emitters, the absorbed dase should be multiplied by a factor to account for the relative bicicgical $effectiveness of acute a-irradiation 7-

(2):.Since the dose conversion factors'for the Cl-tract were not tr.cluded in the C5f-data, the calculations are based on the dose to the'
.

i

r',~ esainder organs.'

T

(N''Riskspredictedusingtheseparametershavetobemultipliedby0.01tobeapplicabletothegeneralpopulation,toallowforthefraction
o

|cf that population.mho are pregnant at any one time. h

1

:? '
_ . .

*
'

w
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'

. I I' ]
'

. Fractio'n of cancers-. .'ef fects@ per 106

organ / tissue ' effect' model)f2
which are f atal persons and 10'2 Sv

ted bone marrow leukaemia .A .1.0 52
L ,

,

bone surf ace - tancers - A 1.0 1 '-

breast - cancers R 0.4 80

lung concers R 0.75. 90

:y stomach cancers 'R 0 85- )
224(3I

colon cancers R 0.55 1" ' '

liver cancers 'R 1.0

pacreas cancers R 0.9 j

thyroid cancers R 0.1 17

remainder - cancers R 0.6 38

0.0 138Wskin cancers

i

200gonads . hereditary 1

til The numbers given are the numbers of fatal cancers or of serious hereditary effects, averaged over males and females (including
breast), assuming linear dose-tisk relationship

(H A obsolute risk model. A: relative r6sk model
L' 01 $vm for the G tract.

(el morbidity
..

Table 5. Stochastic somatic effects considered and model parameters 1

,}
,;

i

.j
i

]

1;i
g -)
-

,

e '

'
1

?
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%

,

!-a
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i
*
.

-

% '/,
'c

~~ 3 Time after
5. I . exposure Excess cases (1)
[.] (years)

Life 2)a m
lost2 t.ge at

.
(days)

$ exposure 5 10 15 20 ' 25 30- 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100-(yeats)e

$
5 o o o o o o 2 2 ' -8 2" 53 55 7' 102 117 123 125 125 125- ;565

5 0 0 0 0 0- 1 2 4. 8 18 33 55 80 102. 117 124- 126 126 126 - .568-,C- 10 0 0 0 0 .1 2 -4 8 18 34 55 80 103 118 124 126 126 126 - - .569E 15- 0 0 0 1- 2 4' 9 18 34 55 80 103- 118 125 126 127 127 - - ~-
55 20' '

.571 :

.g 25-
.0 0 1 2 4 8 18 34 .55 80 103 118 125 127 127 127 - - - - ' .572-
0 0 1 3 8 16 31 50 74 94 108 114 116 116 116 - - - - ' - &522 1*

= 30 0 1 2 5 11 20 33 48 62- 72 76 77- 77 77 - - -. .
'- - . 342M 2 -35 0 1 3 7 -14 23 34 44 51 53 54 54 54 - - - - - - : - .239

, 'f 'l 40 0 2 5 10 18 26 34 39 42 42 42 42 - - - - - - 2 .181-:
2 45. 0 3 7 1 14 21- 28 32 - 34 - 34 35 35 .

- - - - - - - ' - .141:3 50 0 4 10 -17 23 28 29 30 30 30 - - - - - - -
.

- - .114~$ 35 0 6 13 20 24 26 26 26 26 - - - - - - - - - - . ' .090;

k" 60 0' 8 15 20-- 22. 22 23 23 - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- .067
'65 0 9 15 18 19 19 19 - - - -

-

- - - - - - -: - - .046[ 70 ' O 10 -14 15 15 - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
-

-- - -

9 029-: - P 75 0 :7- 9 10 10 - - - - - - - -- - - -1 .
-- - - . .015i N

'

'- - -;
. .00580 4 4 4. - - - - - - - - - - - -

.
0. |:n

:; .

, .{_ Notes:
| G'

. . Assuming the natural cancer risk for men in the FRG population.2. ' .-(1) .
..

. . .

.

~

]9
~

(2) This is the average period of life lost for the members of the population.;
, ,
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: Action'invoksd. ' Doss'co2b'initionfl} : Integration p riod'
'

cons'idsrod (dafault vslu's)
~

-(2). Sheltering only ' Automatic only^

t . Sheltering.and Cloud' gamma dose -

- Evacuation : Deposited gamma dose see below.'
*

-Inhalation dose -

Relocation Deposited gamma dose
.

365 days-
Inhalation of resuspended. -'

material ~,

L Inhalation af plur.e -

Cloed P.smma -

Stable iodine tablets Automatic onl) -

Return from Deposited gamma dose 365 days
evacuation or Inhalation of resuspended -

relocation material
.' Inhalation -

Food bans Ingestion doses 365 days intake
(or concentrations in foods)

Action Organ. considered Dose level considered
invoked Sv (default value)

|

Sheltering and Bone marrow 0.5 (7d)
'

Evacuation Lung 0.5 (7d)
GI Tract 0.5 (7d)-
Thyroid -

Effective -

Relocation Effective 0.05

Mesettlement Effective 0.025 ;

I)Food Bans Effective 0.005
Thyroid 0.05

Withdrawal of food (2) Effect'ive 0.0005 j
bans

Notes:

(1) The actions other than food bans. may also be initiated automatically. 1

(2) Food bans may also be imposed and withdrawn on the basis of concentrations
in food.

Table 7. Dose criteria for initiating countermeasures

~.q
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shield.ing factorpere:ntage '
residence

. of population :
cloudshine groundshine 5

,

,

'
30 % l.00 0.70

(spontaneous evacuation) j

30 % in cellars 0.05 0.03

in buildings with'

15 % 0.30 0.10low shielding

in buildings with
15 % 0.01 0.01high shielding

10 % outside, rural area 1.00 1.00

8 normalized to external radiation from ground surface with shielding factor of ab'out'0.7 ;

Table 8. COSYMA: Probabilistic treatment of population behaviour in areas A and B and (wre-
sponding shleiding factors

percentage or driving time [ min] for ~
population density PD (1/km )2

population R- km R = 10 km

10 13 14

PD s 100 40 11 12

50 6 6

10 25- 50 -)
100 < PD s 500 40 18 35

50 8 12
'

i

10 .70 125

500 < PD s 1000 40 50 85

50 15 15

10 160 500-
1000 < PD 40 110 290 - J

50 - 25 60

Table 9. Parameterization of driving time
|

- 80 -
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shielding factor
percentage of

. residence
.

population - cloudshine groundshine .8
'

8% outside, rural area 1.00 1.00'

8% outside, urban area- 0.30 'O.50 )

in buildings with
9%~ 1.00 0.50 - 1

low shielding ;

in buildings with
35 % 0.30 0.10. )

medium shielding

'

in buildings with
40 % 0.01 0.01

high shielding

normalized to external radiation from ground surface with shielding factor of about 0.7 |2

Table 10. COSYMA: ProbaNiistic treatment of population behaviour outside areas A and B and ,

corresponding shiciding factors

J

e

t
,

,

t

i

t
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'

Q.. , ^ ' Def aul2: cost -'
,

. T'r'ansport journey (,1)'

F, private means' L2600'per person.' U
f public means -L2.50 per' person;

~

.

' U
' Accommodation L3.10 per' person ~per day (2,3).

Antiual GDP per capita C6059 per person (2)

g ' Default general' economic recovery time 2 years
,

[
'

Default agricultural economic recovery 3. years.
[. . time
h

Capital stock per capita (excluding Ell ,000'.. per . person (2)
housing.and consumer durables)

Capital stock of dwellings per capita 47,400 por person (2).

Capital stock of consumer durables 41,425 per. person (2)' e

per capita

Averagc land value L3,000,000 per km (2)a

GDP contribution from food (0)
- crops L370 per km'

livestock L80 per head-

- milk L0.08 per litre-
| ,

j' Disposal costs.of food
,L - crops L0 per kg
! - livestock 'LO per head
| '- milk LO.02 per litre

'

.Decontaminat1g) costs, medium|, 9
effectiveness \
- average 46.le6 per km'

Average gross yearly earnings til,200 per year
..

Ilealth effects treatment costs
carly mortality 'L30,000(6,7)..'

- -

early morbidity L1,500(6,7,8) <-

L15,000(6,9)cancers~

- hereditary' effects. L200,000(6,10)

Treatment ~ duration (II)
- early mortality

1 month (8h
- - - -

- early' morbidity 1 month
- . cancers 1 year

hereditary effects 16 years.-

..

,
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, ......_u
_

'
_

. . , <
__ " X>' $, 'Subj;ctiva' ht:ilth effsets co2ts :

>

li ', T-jeerly: mortality |E1,000,000" > , ,,

: '6 'L100,000';- .early: morbidity.
.. ' 4 . fatal' cancers

'

:L1,000,000
'

>
'

'W 'o non-fatali cancers ,E100,000
.'

O
- .f

C ? : -hereditary effects E1,000,000- '
,

-

-

'

.

-; Default annual intsrest rate 5%
~

.

'

' Default annua 1' depreciation ~ rate - housing 2% ' ,

+
Default annual depreciation rate:- stock- 6%- ,

-Default annual depreciation rate - consumer 10%
,

durables ;

,

Table 11. Summary of default economic data for the UK m
,

NOTES

1. As a default,~it is assumed that 80 % evacuate by private means and 20 % by public' Jr

means.

2. .UK average value; regional data also available for the UK, see [40]. j

'

3. ' Assuming annual depreciation rate of 2 % and annualinterest rate of 5 %
Y

4. Gross output values'should be used in the first year of food restrictions, see [40].'

5. Default data are also available for low and high levels of effectiveness, see [40].

6. Costs are averages for the categories; for. default costs for individual health effects see
[40].' .

7. Costs are for hospitalisation; different levels of treatment are also discussed, see [40].
*

8 This average cost does not apply to cataracts and mental retardation, see [40].
~

q
9. This cost is for fatal effects; for default values for' the costs of certain non-fatal cancers,

'

>

see [40].
,

#
10. This is the discounted cost of hospital treatment for a period ~of 16' years.

.

L An average yearly cost of f 20,000 was assumed and a discount rate of 3 % ,

o

! -For applications for which the undiscounted value is appropriate, a. cost ofI 320,000 .g

L, may be assumed. '
'

6-

, ,.m

~ 11. -.The loss of income during treatment will be the product of the average gross yearly'
' carnings and the treatment duration in years discounting during the treatment period -' '

'

', is not included in the default case.

|

. j

14. List of Table - j
.I>

_,j|
s
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' Default Cost'

,

.,

. . EEvacuation / Relocation."
Unit' transport costs (private, public)

. evacuation / relocation ~10/50 DM/ cap
,

-

;

Unit accommodation costs
. evacuation r30 'DM/ cap-day
relocation 2,300 DM/ cap yr

. Unit-costs' loss-of-income 30,300 DM/ cap-yr

Unit costs lost capital service
- non-residential 17,300 DM/ cap
- housing 81,300 DM/ cap
- land 20,000,000 DM/km' ,

- consumer durables 15,000 DM/ cap

Recovery time 2 yr
Interest rate 5 %

' Discount rate 7 %
Depreciation rate
non-resid., housing, cons. durables 16 / 2 / 16 %

Decontamination
Unit decontamination costs (DF = 3) 7,200,000 'DM/km'

Food Bans
Unit costs loss-of-agcicultural production
(1st value: gross output, 2nd value: CDP-value)
- crops 0.33-/ 0.18 DM/kg yr

livestock 2.64 / 1.42 DM/kg-yr-
- milk O.66 / 0.36 -DM/kg-yr:

Unit costs '.ost services of agricultural capital
(1st value non residential, 2nd value: housing)
- crops 0.31 / 0.45 DM/kg
- livestock. 2,49 / 3.61 DM/kg

| - milk 0.62 / 0.90 .DM/kg

Dispocal costs
|- - crops O' DM/kg
L livestock 0 DM/kg-

- milk 0.06 .DM/kg' 'I.

licalth Effects

l' Medical treatment costs
L carly health effects, non-fatal 2,000-- 6,000 DM/ case
i- early health effects, fatal 85,000 - 170,000' DM/ case

late health effects 9,000 - -57,000 DM/ case-

Gross yearly earningsL(for calculation of-

losses-to-economy costs) '28,700 DM/ cap yr.
J
e.

Tahic' 12. Sunuuary of default economic data for the l'RG .

- 84 -
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NOTES I

' I DM = 0.5 I:Cl?

Data for relocation: .alues derived from pubhcations of the German i ederal Statistical

Ollice, value for the Federal Republic of Germany, adjusted to base year 1989. j

Data for food ban (without disposal costs): values derived from the German Statistical

Yearbook on l'ood, Agriculture and l'orestry, value for the l~cdcral Republic of Germany,

adjusted to base year 1989. Data may be used if no agricultural production grid is available;

in this case a homogeneous production is assumed oser the total area with the following

production rates:

crops = 74 t km;,
lisestock = 37 t km;

milk = 100 t km;

Data for decontamination, disposal of food and health elletts: salues derised from NRPil

publications and conserted into DM with a factor of 3 DM f.

4

|

|

|

|

|
|

14. I ist of Tables
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TACC TREND
-

s i t a t

;f
|

'

!
i

TDELA I I
|

area A TINA TSHA TDRA TSKIN 8

a 8

| 1 TDELB
area B - TINB TSHB = TSHA + TDRA + TDELB + TINA -TINB. TDRB TSKIN -

.

OTACC time of accident (end of chain reaction)=
'

,

time of end of release (= 95 %) '8TREND =

TINA, TINB initial delay, area A, B=
N
._T5HA, TSHB duration of sheltering period, area A, B=

TDELA delay time between end of release and end of sheltering period, area A
-

=

rTDELB delay time between end of evacuation in area A and begin of evacuation in area B B
=

TDRA, TDRB driving time to leave area A, B e=
M

75TSKIN time between leaving area A, B and skin decontamination
f

=

4
b
&
C

~



. _ _ ,

,

N'

=

A''''"

8

area A:
actions: sheltering and/or evacuation

de'finition: keyhole shaped area with inner radius r,

outer radius R and sector angle a

(e.g., r = 2.4 km, R = 5.6 km, a = 60 )

area B:
_.

actions: sheltering and/or evacuation

|

| definition: dose to lung, bone marrow GI-tract, thyroid or

effective dose above organ specific thresholds
,

.

.I

figure 5. Modciting of protective actions in the early phase
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!" a) Integral 1
~~~~'- representation

10~ ~ ~ - - - -h -
Probability
that | [

2consequences 1o 90th pereuntile- - - - - - - -

will exceed,
N E ! ! I

-3 e
10 - -| |

g|
* 99th percantile

Iun

I I I I I10

1 10 10 10 ' 10' 10
,

Number of consequences, N - arbitrar7 units

b) Differential
Jrepresentation

~

0.25
~

_

0.2 -

Probability
that 0,15 -

consequences -

will be in -

the range 0.1 ::::,,, e
"

indicated .*: s
E$0.05 - -r -

I f IT Y i 7 1

0 1 10 10 10
to to to, to to

3 4
1 10 10' 10 10

Number of consequences in specified ranges - arbitrary
units

c) Characteristic quantitles

Number of Number of Probability of
Quantity consequences, N consequences, N exceeding N

(arbitrary units) (arbitrary units) (%)
-

Mean 530
Median 710 1 93

Percentiles
100 64

1st 0
80th 820 1,000 17
90th 1,400
99th 3,900 10,000 0

ligure 6. Illustrative example of output from COSYMA showing the distribution of consequences

(arteltrary units) expressed in difTerent formats

L
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